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This research focuses on the development of objective clinical tools to treat and
evaluate balance and mobility problems via easy to use, motivating, inexpensive, and

portable equipment. First,

it is known

that intensive, task specific exercises promote

better rehabilitation outcomes. To enhance the repetitive, task specihc exercises, an
interactive virtual environment-based tool was developed, which coupled the center of
pressure (COP) signal to an on-screen computer cursor (sprite). Two case studies were

performed to investigate

if our developed tool would

improve dynamic balance control

during standing and short-sitting (upright torso, sitting on buttocks and/or thighs, and
shank hanging over the sitting surface), and would be motivational and challenging. Postexercise, participants exhibited a lower

fall count, decreased COP excursion limits for

some tasks, and increased attention span during training. This research contributes a tool

that was an improvement to conventional exercise regimes, which allowed even the
severely disabled to play, be competitive and improve dynamic balance control.
Second, we investigated the strategies healthy participants used to learn a modified

sensory motor transformation in a virtual environment-based task. Specifically, a rotation

of 60' was applied to the on-screen cursor movement. We show that two different
strategies emerged for adapting to this shift in the spatial mapping, which controlled how

the body movement trajectory (biofeedback signal) moved the computer screen sprite
(perceived visually). This result

is important as it shows that changing the

learning

ABSTRACT

strategy can result in better recalibration of internal to external spatial reference frames
required to learn task specifìc visual based rotations viewed in a virtual environment.

Lastly, a model was developed to estimate the center of body (COM) during
walking on firm and irregular surfaces. The model was derived using proprioceptive
somatosensory information, represented by body segment accelerations, and an external
spatial reference, the ground support, represented by the COP. The model is novel in that

it

does not require any calibration and provides a reasonably accurate estimation

of the

COM, which can be compared to the brain's balance performance. Hence, this model
could be used instead of the cumbersome method of video motion analysis for COM
calculation.

for my parents

"When I'm operoting under restrictions, I definitely feel constrained by them.
But without those restraints it doesn't seem like my actions are accomplishing
anything. I guess I'm right back to where I started from."
lvlotoko Kusanagi
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1.1 Morlvarlor.l
Balance of the human body requires timely (i.e., a timeline that prevents a fall) control

of

the position and motion of the centre of body mass relative to the base of support. Many

essential sensory and motor processes are involved. Feed-forward predictive controls,

which initiate preparatory postural adjustments, are required to maintain balance and to
anticipate potential future disturbances. Sensory feedback processes are used in response

to unexpected disturbances or when preparatory movements fail; experience plays a role

in being able to better anticipate disturbances [Kuo, 1995]. The posterior parietal cortex

of the brain interprets sensory information from visual, vestibular and somatosensory
inputs, from which the central nervous system (CNS) can take preventative

and

corrective actions, produce an internal model of the required/desired movement, and
mediate between conflicting sensory cues fShepard and Telian, 1992; Peterka, 2002].

Each sensory input provides unique information regarding the alignment and relative

motions

of our body and our environment,

transformation

thus, describing the interaction

of both egocentric (selÊto-object)

and

and allocentric (object-to-object)

representations on which our- movements are dependent.

In the

absence

of one these

inputs, balance can still be maintained; however, the compensatory actions become
Iarger.

Many uncontrollable factors can contribute to the degradation of our balance
system, such as a decrease in processing eff,rcient sensory information with age and

INlnoouct¡ol.¡

disabling neurological and musculoskeletal conditions [Boult et al., 1994; Kriegsman et
al., 1997; Moore et al., 1999; Gill et a1.,200I; Harris et al.,20051. Compounding these
conditions are the self-induced functional limitations that are produced from declines in
self efficacy. In addition, unconsciously employed compensatory strategies may prevent
the individual from recognizing impairment in its early stages fFried et aL.,1991]. Hence,

for many of these populations, even small disturbances result in a fall, increasing the
likelihood of an injury and solidiffing patient dependency in instrumental and basic
activities

of daily living. This in turn results in reduced physical activity levels

and

quality of living.

Due to the problems associated with reduced mobility, an effective rehabilitation
and assessment regime is an essentialpart of any prevention and recovery program. There
aÍe many aspects to consider when developing these programs. In order for the tools to be

avatlable to a wide range of clinics (for example low and moderately funded clinics), the

equipment should be easy to use and should not incur a large cost. Flexibility in use,

pliability, and portability will permit the equipment to be used on different surfaces,
which can emulate outdoor environments. In addition,

it

allows the equipment to be

transported to the patient, rather than requiring them to come to the clinic or to a fixed

location. Another important factor

to

consider is the patient's interest; the use of

rewarding, fun, and motivational learning techniques has been shown

to improve

a

patient's motivation to practice and complete the rehabilitation program fCogan et al.,
19771. Finally, as relationships between the self and the environment are continually
changing, it is important that the tool has the ability to challenge this relationship, causing
the user to recalibrate internal to external spatial reference frames.

INtRooucrton

1.2

On¡ncrrvns

The ability to develop objective clinical tools to rehabilitate and assess human balance
and

mobility via easy to use, motivating, inexpensive, and portable equipment will allow

for the development of a system that is available to a large population. To this effect,
there are three primary objectives of this research.

The first objective investigates if coupling the center
interactive virtual environment-based tasks

will

of

pressure (COP) to

improve dynamic balance control in

standing and short-sitting (torso supported by buttocks/thighs with shank hanging over
the sitting surface). It was hypothesized that the motivational and challenging aspects

of

the virtual tasks would increase the participant's desire to perform their exercises and

complete the rehabilitation process. The developed tool would thus facilitate the
restoration

of weight bearing and balance control for

persons

with neurological or

musculoskeletal disorders. To this effect, four biofeedback-controlled interactive tools
were developed, namely Tic-tac-toe, Memory Match, Under Pressure, and Balloon Burst.
The feasibility of using the tool was validated via two case studies.

Secondly, using the virtual task Balloon Burst,

we investigated the different

strategies employed when participants were trained and evaluated under congruent visuo-

spatial conditions and those which systematically change the sensory motor
transformation. In other words, the internal model used to produce a movement given the
received sensory information must change as the sensory information

will

be changed to

have a new spatial representation. The transformed condition changed the manner in

which the COP trajectory (biofeedback signal) moved the computer screen sprite
(perceived visually). Specifically, the computer sprite's movement was rotated counter-

INTRoDUCTIoN

clockwise by 60". The strategies were investigated via movement errors and the preferred
direction (i.e., direction sum of the muscle's average amplitude activity) of the main leg
muscles responsible for the movements: the tibialis anterior, soleus, and peroneus longus.

The fural objective concerns balance assessment, specifically the three-dimensional

(3D) center of body mass (COM) trajectory, which provides us with a measure of
movement performance and level

of stability while performing standing and walking

tasks. As an alternative to directly calculating the COM from motion trajectories and
anthropometric data, we developed a model to estimate the 3D COM components from
accelerometer and COP data, while walking on firm and irregular surfaces. The model
output was validated against the video-motion derived COM signal.

1.3

ORcaNrzarroN

This introductory chapter has described the motivation and objectives of this research.
Chapter

2 provides an overview of current rehabilitation regimes and the developed

interactive virtual environment-based tool, which maps the center of foot pressure to an
on-screen computer cursor (sprite). The validation of the developed tool via two case

studies

is then discussed. Using a visual rotation applied to the interactive tool's

computer sprite, Chapter

3

investigates

the strategies used to adapt to the new

transformation. Stability analysis through centre of mass estimation while walking on

firm and irregular surfaces is described in Chapter 4. Finally, conclusions and future
research are discussed in Chapter 5.

INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRoNMENT-BASED EXERCISE REGIIT¿E

2

lnteractive Vlntual Environ¡'nent-based Exercise
Regime

In this research, the coupling of the COP to control virtual environment-based tasks for
dynamic sitting and standing balance exercises is investigated. Evidence from human
studies show that goal-oriented, task-specific training improves function and increased
training times produces better outcomes. It is thus hypothesized that the motivational and
challenging aspects of the interactive tasks

will

increase the subject's desire to perform

their exercises and complete the rehabilitation process. This chapter details the virtual
environment and the two case-studies carried out to validate the developed rehabilitation
regime.

2.1

BncxcnouNo

Conventional therapy programs generally include standing activities, steppers and overground and treadmill walking (with and without body weight support). These exercises
are performed at a given rate

for a specified duration, dependent on the type of disorder

[Carr and Shepherd, 1998]. For example, Messier et al. [2000] reported that aerobic
walking and strength training programs helped decrease the postural sway (movements
made to correct postural imbalances)

type

of

of elderly subjects with knee osteoarthritis. This

exercise becomes important when we move from standing balance control

This material is reprinted lÌom: l. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilìtdtion, 87/8. Betker AL, Szturm T,
Moussavi Z and Nett C, Video Game-Based Exercises f'or Balance Rehabilitation: Case Study, ll4l-9. Copyright
2006, with pernrission from Elsevier. 2. Betker AL, Desai A, Nett C, Kapadia N and Szturm T, Garne-Based Exercises
lbr Dynamic Short-sitting Balance Rehabilitation of Subjects rvith Chronic Spinal Cord and Traunratic Brain lnjuries,
I)lrysical fherapy, 2007,87, rvith permission of the American Physical Therapy Association.'l-his material is
copyrighted, and any futher reproduction or distribution is prohibited.
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(stationary base of support) to situations where the COM must remain within a moving
base

of support (e.g., walking).
Recovery

of function, long-term maintenance and neuro-adaptation are strongly

influenced by regularity and volume of training and physical activity, and goal-oriented,

task specifìcity [Carr and Shepherd, 1998; Dean et al., 2000; Remple et al., 200I;
Riclrards et al., 2004;Kwakkel, 20061. This process is governed by neural reorganization,

which is the foundation for learning and acquiring new skills fCarr et al., 20061.
Following these guidelines can result in functional improvements in the spinal cord, even
in the case of a complete lesion fRossignol,2000; Johansen-Berg et a1.,2002; Dietz and
Harkema, 2004; Edgerton

et al., 2004; Schaechter, 20041. For example, Dean et

al.,

[2000] studied the effects of using a circuit of task-oriented exercises, along with group
races and relays. They found that the subjects exhibited improvement in walking speed,

endurance and force production in the affected limb; these hndings remained consistent
when subjects were retested two months post-treatment.

One method of applying intensive, task-orientated training to the upper or lower

limbs is constraint-induced movement therapy; for many central nervous system
disorders, this method of therapy is essential fTaub et al., 1999; Marklund and Klassbo,
20061. Constraint-induced movement therapy restricts use of the unaffected limb, forcing

the participant to use the affected limb. For example, Marklund and Klassbo [2006]
applied constraint induced movement therapy to chronic stroke patients, targeting the

lower limb. The knee of the less-affected limb was restricted, requiring the tasks to be
performed

with the affected-limb. Results demonstrated that the subjects showed

improved dynamic balance and motor ability.

INTERACTT vE
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The potential effectiveness of time-intensive therapeutic exercises can be impaired

by lack of interest, motivation attention span, causing a treatment program to

go

uncompleted. This is particularly true when alarge volume of practice is essential, as is

the case in many central nervous system disorders. Conversely, the use of rewarding
activities has been shown to improve a patient's motivation to practice [Cogan et
19971.

It

al.,

has been shown that learning complex tasks such as Tai Chi and golf can

improve joint proprioception [Tsang and Hui-Chan, 2004]. Tai Chi and golf have the
added advantage that they are enjoyable and motivating. The

joint proprioception acuity

and standing stability bounds of experienced elderly Tai Chi practitioners and golfers
were compared to healthy elderly and young adults with similar physical activity levels.

They found that both Tai Chi and golf improved the dynamic standing balance control.
However, not all patient populations would be able to complete these tasks; thus, another
method of providing motivation must be found.

Biofeedback augmented training presents a biological signal to the subject in a
simplified format and has long been used clinically to enhance movement, weight bearing
status (i.e., distribution of body weight over the lower limbs), and balance awareness [De

Weerdt and Hamison, 1985; Glanz et al., 19971. While the subject is performing a task, a

biological signal is recorded and presented to them (in real-time). In most cases, the
feedback

of the input signal intensity is represented in a visual or auditory format. A

commonly incorporated biofeedback signal and outcome measure

is the center of

pressure (COP) [Shumway-Cook et al., 1988; Lee et al.,1996; Cheng et a1.,

et

a1.,2001; Bourbonnais et

2001 Geiger

al., 2002l.Instabilities will be manifested in the resulting

COP signal as a reflection of the global effects of a balance disturbance and reaction.

INlen¡ctlvE Vlntunl
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of COP displacement and its trajectory are important, providing

a

measure of stability which can be used human postural control system evaluation. For

example, inZambarbieri et al., [1998], pressure insoles were used to determine the COP
trajectory. A tactile stimulation device was then used to inform the subject when their

COP fell outside an accepted normal range, in order to indicate proper posture. The
amount of load for each leg measured via a force plate was displayed on a light emitting

diode (LED) in [Lee etal.,1996; Cheng et aI.,2001], witha line indicating if the weight
was equally balanced or towards which leg the balance was skewed. The device served to

promote symmetrical weight bearing between the two lower limbs. In Femery et

al.,

[2001], vertical forces were measured below the foot using 8 folce sensing resistors. A
visual display gave a footprint of the sensors, with a sound being played if the amount

of

pressure exceeded a predefined threshold. The goal of this device was to alert patients

with peripheral neuropathy of excessive pressures, in order to prevent

ulceration.

Similarly, in Urhan and Dincer, [2001] force transducers woven into a fabric heel insert
were used to measure the force at the heels. The measured force was displayed on

a

liquid crystal display (LCD), with an audio tone indicating if the correct force was being
applied. The goal of this device was to prevent children with cerebral palsy from solely

walking on their toes. In Rougier, 120041, anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML)
displacements of the COP were measured via a force platform during standing and their

trajectories were displayed on a computer screen. Subjects were asked to keep the COP
movements to a minimum. Different delays were also added to the display to determine

their effects on balance. This association between the pressure signal and

the

visuaVauditory feedback strengthens/creates awareness of a given activity or performance

INrgRecrrvg VlRruel ENvtno¡¡lr¡E¡lr-BASED
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level; in most cases, to regain or leam an activity that would assist with daily life
activities.

The biofeedback should be applied

to functionally relevant (i.e., indicative of

overall balance) dynamic movements, in order to be effective fHuang et al., 20061. Novel
and promising methods of applying biofeedback to rehabilitation are virtual reality (VR)

and video games fBach-y-Rita et a1.,2002; Sveistrup, 20041.In Webster et al., [2001], a

virtual environment was created to help people with the control and mobility of their
wheelchair, where the participants had

Navigation was first done using

a

to navigate through a virtual obstacle course.

hand-held

4

button controller, one button per

movement direction; next, two foot pedals and a wheel were used. Post-treatment,
participants exhibited a decrease in wheelchair accidents and falls; participants also had
superior performance on an actual obstacle course, compared with subjects who did not
have training with the virtual course. Using video games on a regular personal computer
has the benefit

of eliminating the need for elaborate and expensive VR display systems.

The link to computer games engages the patient in the process of practice, in order to
make it attractive and prevent boredom; i.e., the idea of motivated use to increase volume

of practice and retain the patient's attention. In turn, this can increase practice time,
volume and therefore, recovery fMalone, 1982; Cunningham and Krishack, 1999; Bach-

y-Rita et al., 2002; Lazzaro and Keeker, 2004]. O'Connor et al. [2000] attempted to
inðrease manual wheelchair participants' physiologic response and examine their effect

on the participant's motivation to perform their exercises. The GAMEwh""l'

system

interfaced custom dynamometer rollers and optical sensors, which allowed stationary
propulsion of the participant's manual wheelchair, to commercial video games [O'Connor

INTERRcTIvE VIRTUAL ETtv¡RoNMENT-BASED Ex¡Rc¡sr RTCIUE

et a1.,2000]. The system setup allowed

as input to the games the propulsion velocity and

direction. Results of thei¡ study showed that 87o/o of the subjects found that the games

motivated them to perform their exercises. NeuroCom's Balance Master (NeuroCom
International, Inc. Clackamas, OR, USA) provides three center

of gravity

controlled

games that are used

to enhance practice and motivation: a ptzzle, NeuroPong,

Solitaire. The center

of gravity, representing the vertical projection of the COM, is

and

measured via a custom strain-gauge force plate, where single-segment inverted pendulum

dynamics are considered. NeuroCom suggests that these motivational rehabilitation
exercises increase recovery. However,

a drawback to

these games

is the need for

additional control via a computer mouse, a device which provides additional tactile
(touch) information and may not be usable by all patients.

Thus, the main goal

of this study was the development of an interactive tool

consisting of COP-controlled virtual environment-based tasks. The environment should
be interactive, be cognitively engaging, involve motor learning tasks, be applicable to a

wide arrange of dynamic situations (i.e., sitting, standing and walking tasks). Based on
these concepts, four interactive virtual environment-based tasks were created, which are

controlled

via COP signal

biofeedback.

We hypothesized that the inclusion of

motivational and functional tasks to rehabilitation and sport training should increase the
participant's desire to perform their exercises; therefore, the participants should exhibit

improved dynamic balance contiol post-exercise. Lastly, we employed equipment that
was easy to use and portable, while minimizing the cost, such that the tool would be
available to a larger range of clinicians in their daily practice.
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The interactive tool consists of the developed virtual environment-based software (i.e. the

tasks Tic-Tac-Toe, Memory Match, Under Pressure, and Balloon Burst), which is
integrated with an ofËthe-shelf pressure mapping system. The following subsections
describe the interactive tool, including details of the virtual environment-based exercise

software's integration with the pressure mat and the development of the stand-alone
software applications Tic-Tac-Toe, Memory Match, Under Pressure, and Balloon Burst.

2.2.1

Svsrnnr INrncRarroN IN THrs Srunv

The developed interactive tasks are controlled via the participant's COP trajectory, which

is

acquired from an off-the-shelf thin, flexible pressure mat (Vista Medical Inc.,

Winnipeg, MB, Canada) (Fig.2.1). Unlike force plates, the pressure mat can be made to

any size (including insoles) and may be used on many different surfaces, which can
challenge dynamic balance. The pressure mat selected for use
dimension 53 cm

x 53 cm x 0.036 cm and contained a

16

x

in this study was of

16 grid of piezo resistive

sensors (total256 sensors) spaced 2.86 cmapart. The pressure mat uses a calibration file

to maintain sensor calibration to vertical pressures of 300 mmHg. The.pressure mat unit

is portable and easy to use, making

it

an ideal system for use in routine clinical

applications. Each task was developed as

a stand alone application, which used a

dynamic linked library (dll) file provided by the pressure mat manufacturer to acquire the
COP signal from the data acquisition box. The position of the COP is calculated from the

vertical loads distributed on the pressure mat. This physical COP position signal is then
mapped as input to each of the tasks, in order to control the on-screen cursor (sprite).

InrgR¡clve VlRru,el EnvlnoNptp¡lr-BASED Exsnclsr

Fig.2.1. System integration shown for standing and sining exercises:

(l)

REGIME

subject stands/sits on the

pressÌx'e mat, which is connected via (2) the clata acquisition box to (3) the computer'. 'l'he computer
stores and t'uus the deveìoped interactive tool's softwale tasks. Exarnple surlàces the pressrre mat may
be placed on top of are (4) a foam pad, (5) a PhysioGymnic ball, or (6) a SwisDisk.

2.2.2 SonrwaRn DnsrcN
Four different interactive and dynamic tasks were created and programmed as stand alone

applications: Tic-Tac-Toe, Memory Match, Under Pressure, and Balloon Burst. The
prograrrìming of the tasks was done using the Visual Studio C-+r compiler version 7.1

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The software tasks acquile the COP
signal via a dll provided by the mat manufacturer (Vista Medical Inc., Winnipeg, MB,
Canada). Note that as the

dll

filre was created

specifically for this research, the subsequent
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code developed in this research is proprietary. The goals of each task are completed by

controlling the on-screen position of the participant's COP trajectory, which is acquired
from an ofÊthe shelf pressure mat via a dll file. These applications were designed to fully
exercise the participant's current range of movement, with the goal

of increasing their

movement range and speed. To this effect, each task has parameters that can be
configured

to

appropriately map the participant's movement range

to the on-screen

coordinates, introduce different levels of diff,rculty, and produce cognitive distractions.

Fufihermore, additional difficulty levels were achieved through the placement of the

flexible pressure mat on irregular and compliant surfaces, which increased the task's
balance requirements. The following subsections describe the bound initialization routine
(common to all tasks) and each of the four tasks.

2.2.2.1 Movement

Range Mapping

To maximize the on-screen range of the participant's movement, the range of

the

participant's physical COP is mapped to the on-screen pixel range. The steps for mapping
the participant's movement range are as follows, and are indicated to the participant via

an on-screen instruction display. First, the center point coordinate of the participant's
stance is determined. The participant remains still on the pressure mat in the position

which they will complete the task for a duration of 5 seconds. Their COP coordinate is
averaged over the 5 second time frame and recorded as the center point coordinate. Next,

the peak amplitudes of self-induced oscillatory movement about the center point
coordinate are detected, in the anterior-posterior (front to back) and medial-lateral (side

to side) planes. The peaks are recorded

as the average

of five points on either side of the

center coordinate in each plane. Finally, the bounds are displayed on the screen.
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As the participant increases his/her movement capabilities, his/her movement
ranges should increase to optimal levels. As the determined ranges are average values,

with the speed of the oscillations playing a role, the ranges can be scaled by

value.

In

a percentage

cases where the participant's weight distribution between his/her legs is

asymmetric, the COP

will

be biased towards the weight-bearing leg. Similarly, this can

be true with improper balance between toes and heels. Thus, another feature offered is the

ability to offset the center value. Lastly, the COP movements can be smoothed over

a

given number of samples to reduce jerkiness in the computer sprite movement.

2.2.2.2 Tic-Tac-Toe
The goal of Tic-Tac-Toe (Fig. 2.2a) is to create a line, with the computer serving as the
opponent. The participant selects a square

in which to place the computer sprite by

shifting his/her weight to move the on-screen COP indicator to the desired square. The
participant's movement range and speed are exercised in both the AP and ML directions

concurrently.

A display in the upper leÍì hand corner of the screen contains light

indicators, displaying what stage the game is at:

Red

Signifies that it is the computer's turn.

Yellow Signifies that the parlicipant may move the computer sprite to

the

square he/she would like to mark. The number of seconds he/she has

left to move the sprite is also indicated. A sound is played for

each

elapsed second while the participant is selecting a square to mark.

Green If it is the participant's turn, the square that the computer
is selected and anX is placed.

sprite is on

Ir.¡tsRecrr ve VrnruRl ENvrnoNvlgNT-BASED Exgnclse Rrctup

Fig.2.2. Screenshots: (a) Tic-Tac-Toe: the participant has 2 more seconds to select their square, as
indicated by the yellow light; (b) Memory Match: the number of pairs found and the ranges are displayed;
(c)Under Pressure: the total number ofbees, number ofbees caught, and ranges are displayed; and (d)
Balloon Burst: the total number of balloons, number of balloons popped, and ranges are displayed.

If the participant selects

a square that has previously been marked, the game returns to the

Yellow state. Positive reinforcement is provided to the participant via:

1 A sound played for each elapsed second while the participant is selecting a
square.

2. If the pafticipant wins, the statement "You Win!" appearing on the screen,
with

a red line drawn through the

winning squares.

The number of seconds the participant has to select their card is configurable, in order to

allow the participant/physiotherapist to select the appropriate exercise protocol.
Performance is measured by completion of the game.
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2.2.2.3 Memory Match
In Memory Match (Fig.2.2b), the goal is to select two matching cards from a 3-by-3 or
4-by-4 auay of squares. The participant selects a card (square) by shifting his/her weight

to move the computer sprite to one of the nine or sixteen possible cards (squares). Once
the COP is held still in a square, for a user selected duration, the card is revealed. The
second card is then selected in a similar manner;

if the cards match, they remain face up.

This process is repeated until all of the card pairs are selected. Difhculty levels

are

configurable through:
1

. The number of seconds the participant has to select his/her

card.

2. The number of cards displayed: 9 or 16. A cognitive difficulty is

added

when 9 squares is selected, as 1 card will be without a match. Then, when

the number of cards is increased
select the card

to

16, the area the COP must be in to

is smaller and thus the COP movement must be more

precise.

This game attempts to provide an increased range and speed of movement in the AP and

ML directions concurrently.
The Memory Match display is similar to that for Tic-Tac-Toe, showing the number

of pairs found and the light indicators for what stage the game is at:

Red

Signifies that the game is checking if a pair has been found. V/hen a
pair is found, a sound plays and the score is updated.

Yellow Signifies that the participant may move the computer sprite to the
square he/she would like

to mark. The number of

seconds the

participant has left to move the sprite is also indicated.

A

sound is
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played for each elapsed second while the participant is selecting a
square to mark.

Green The card that the computer sprite is on is selected

and the object on

the card is displayed.

If the participant

selects a card that has previously been selected, the game retums to the

Yellow state. The game is over when all the pairs have been found. Performance is then
measured by successful completionof the game. The

ML and AP movement ranges are

also displayed and logged in a report at the end of the game.

2.2.2.4 Under Pressure
In Under Pressure (Fig.2.2c), the participant shifts his/her weight to move a receptacle in
order to catch an object. The game is comprised of three modes:

1. Horizontal: the participant must shift his/her weight side to side.

2. Yefücal
3. Both:

the participant must shift his/her weight back and forth.

the participant must shift his/her weight in all directions.

Thus, movement range and speed in all or targeted directions are exercised. Difficulty
levels are conf,rgurable through:
1. The receptacle size.

2. The object speed.
3. The number of objects.

4. The option of multiple objects appearing at a specified interval.

A display shows the participant how many objects he/she has caught, the total number of
objects that have appeared, the

ML movement range, and the AP movement range. The

game is over when the number

of objects

reaches a pre-specified maximum number.

INrrn¡ctrve
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Performance is then measured by how many objects are caught; ideally the participant

wants to catch all of the objects. The ML and AP movement ranges are also displayed
and logged in a report at the end of the game.

2.2.2.5 Balloon Burst
In Balloon Burst (Fig.2.2d), the goal is to pop balloons. The stationary balloons appear at

either random or pre-determined locations on the screen. The participant must shift
his/her weight in all directions, in order to move the computer sprite over the balloon to
pop it. Thus, movement range and speed in all directions are exercised. Difficulty levels
are configurable through:
1. The size of the balloon.

2. The duration for which the balloon appears.
Performance is measured by how many balloons are popped; ideally the participant wants

to pop all the balloons. A display shows the participant how many objects helshe

has

caught, the total number of objects that have appeared, the ML movement range, and the

AP movement range. The game is over when the number of objects reaches a prespecifìed maximum number.

2.2.2.6 Comparison of Developed Virtual

Tasks

In the tasks Tic-Tac-Toe and Memory Match, participants move their body to produce
quick; shofi movements, followed by a sustained hold in the position of the computer
sprite for a user defined number of seconds. Memory Match has an additional cognitive
aspect, in that the participant must remember the location of each card in order to match

the cards. In order to select a square (Tic-Tac-Toe) or card (Memory Match), the
participant must maintain the position of the computer sprite within the virtual bounds

of
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the square/card. Thus, the accuracy of the movements has a low precision. Increasing the

precision demands, while still requiring the participant to sustain his/her movements at a
particular virtual location, is the task Under Pressure. In Under Pressure, the parlicipant
must move the receptacle in line to catch a moving object. Moving to a more dynamic
task, the participant may play Balloon Burst. Here, quick and precise movements are
required to move the computer sprite to intersect and pop the stationary balloon. Balloon

Burst includes an additional mode to promote the learning of a new coordinate system
and logs the balloon and on-screen COP movements during the task so the learning may
be quantif,red. This additional mode

will

be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3 Tool Var.rnatlotl: Casn Sru¡rps
The feasibility of using the developed interactive virtual environment-based exercise tool
as a viable exercise regime was validated through

two case studies:

1. A three person short-sitting case study fBetker et a1.,2007].

2. A three person standing case study fBetker et a1.,2006af.
These case studies are described in the following sub-sections.

2.3.1

CasB DBscnrprroNs

2.3.1.1 Short-sittins

Case Studv (CSS)

Shorl-sitting balance was investigated, where participants maintained an upright position

of the torso, while sitting-on the buttocks and/or thighs, with the shank hanging over the

sitting surface. Three people consented to participate in this study and provide the
fo llo

wing informatio

CSSI

n:

Participant CSSI was

a 26 year old male with a spina bifida

(myelomenigocele) extending from the spinous process of the tenth tho¡acic
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vertebra (T10) to spinous process of the first lumbar vertebra (L1) resulting in
complete paraplegia and poorly developed lower extremities. At the time

of

initial assessment, he demonstrated good static and dynamic short-sitting
balance and was independent with all transfers, activities of daily living, and

work. He is a paralympian who actively races for Team Canada and was

actively training

to

improve dynamic balance control:

an

important

requirement for high-speed wheelchair rac ing.

Participant CSS2 was a 52 year old male with complete paraplegia (at the
level of the spinous process of the eleventh thoracic vertebra (T11) to

Ll)

a transfemoral amputation; these injuries resulted from a motor

vehicle

and

accident 10 months prior to recruitment in this case study. Following the
accident he received in-patient rehabilitation for 6 months.

initial

assessment

At the time of

prior to the present treatment program, he demonstrated:

complete motor and sensory loss below T11 level; dependent short-sitting
balance: he sat with a kyphotic (a convex spine curvature) posture with
bilateral upper extremity support and was unable to perform any functional

activity using upper extremities in unsupported short-sitting; required

a

moderate assist of one for transfers. His primary treatment goal was to regain
independent short-sitting balance for return to office work.

Partícipant CSS3 was a 4I year old male, who had a severe traumatic brain

injury over five years ago. He received physical therapy several times in the
past 5 years fbr trunk and lower extremity motor control and balance reeducation. His upper limb function was good bilaterally, but he had poor
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trunk and lower limb motor control and high muscle tone which fluctuated

from extensor to flexor tone, depending on his positioning. He had a
progressive plantarflexion (toes flexed down) contracture of the right ankle

secondary

to spasticity. He was unable to maintain short-sitting

balance

independently without use of his hands for support, due to impaired balance
and trunk control. As a result (and due to his size), he was transferred

with

a

Hoyer lift. He used a powered wheelchair for mobility indoors and outdoors.
He had no sensory loss and his intellectual and memory functions were also
intact. However he was easily distracted during most activities and therapy,

requiring constant cuing and verbal commands to stay focused on the task at
hand.

2.3.1.2 Standins

Case Studv ICS)

Three people consented to participate in this study and provide the following information:

CSl

Participant CSl was a 20 year old, who had a Cerebellar Tumor Excision,
resulting in severe ataxia (muscles uncoordinated).

CS2

Participant CS2 was a 58 year old, who suffered a single right cerebrovascular accident (RCVA). The cause was diagnosed as an infarction by a
neuro lo g ist aÍter clinic al examinat io n and computed tomo graphy.

CS3

Participant CS3 was a 47 year old, who suffered a closed Traumatic Brain

Injury. Prior to training with our COP video game-based system, CS3 would

only stand and attend to balance exercises for 20-30 seconds, with the
training sessions typically lasting for only 10-15 minutes. Due to mobility and
balance limitations, the treating physiotherapist provided support while CS3
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stood up. Once standing, CS3 held onto a solid and firm table in order to

maintain upright stance and complete the tasks. During the tasks, the
physiotherapist only intervened if a loss of balance occurred or if C53 needed

to sit down. Due to CS3's reliance on support during standing,
assessments were

the

not performed (Section 2.3.3.2). Hence, a more qualitative

assessment is provided for CS3.

2.3.2 TnnnrunNT

A

REGTME

single-participant design was used, and pre- and post-exercise changes in outcome

measures were determined. Participants attended an out-patient Physical Therapy clinic

for balance and gait re-education. The clinic was operated by the Department of Physical
Therapy, University of Manitoba, pafüally for clinical training of undergraduate Physical

Therapy students under the supervision of a Physiotherapist. Each participant parlook in
eight 45 minute exercise sessions over a three week period, with 2-3 sessions per week.

The exercise regime consisted solely of our COP-controlled virtual environment-based
exercises; the participants did not receive any other balance training exercises during the
treatment period. For the standing participants, the tasks were performed while standing

on a firm surface and on a dense foam pad. The foam pad was 50.8 x

6l x 10.16 cm in

dimension, with density 22.66 kg/m3 and a 25o/o indentation force deflection (lFD)
13.64 kg, i.e. a weight
height).

A

of

13.64 kg

will

of

compress the foam by 2.54 cm (25o/o of the

1.91 cm thick wooden board of dimension40.64

cmx25.4 cm placed on top

to evenly distribute the participant's mass. For the short-sitting participants, the tasks
were performed while sitting on their regular wheelchair seat cushion and progressed (as
appropriate) to sitting on a deflated Physio Gymnic ball (Ledraplastic spa., Osoppo, UD,
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Italy) or SwisDisk (PI Professional Therapy Products Inc., Athens, -llrl, USA).

The

additional surfaces added uncertainty into the systern, as they would randomly modifu the
surface reaction forces;

for people with sensation, it would distort/delay the

pressure

information from ground-to-foot or seat-to-surface contact, respectively. A summary of
each participant and his respective treatment regime is given in Table 2.1.

2.3.3 EvaluauoNs

AND

Ourcoun MnasuRns

2.3.3.1 Ouestionnaire
Post-exercise, a questionnaire was administered to each of the participant, which included
the following questions:

1. Were the tasks and exercises fun to play?

2. Did the tasks

increase your motivation to perform your exercises?

3. Were the task

exercises challenging?

4. Did the difflrculty level enhance the exercises?

Table 2.1. Case and treatment summary.
Treatment

Case

Subject

ne.

CSSI

26

CS52

52

CS53

4l

CSI

20

I

Injury

ric-rac-l

ffi:;' LYål;r" lïTn" I

Spina Bifida, lesion

Firm, Swiss
Ball

t00%

T10-LvLz
Complete paraplegic,

CS2
CS3

58

4l

lesion Tll-Ll, above
knee amputee
Severe traumatic brain

injury
Severe ataxia

Single RCVA
Closed traumatic brain
in

iurv

t5%
t5%
t5%

19%

80%

30%

10%

t5%

70%

l5%
l5Y"

10%
70%

su.ru"",

1%

Firm, Swiss
Disk
Firm, Swiss
Disk
Firm, Foam
Pad

Firm, Foam
Pad

Firm, Foam
Pad

¿J
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5. Did you prefer the virtual environment-based exercises to traditional
balance exercises?

The response options were:

1. Strongly Disagree.

2. Disagree.
3. Agree.

4. Strongly Agree.
The participants were also encouraged to provide personal comments regarding each
question.

2.3.3.2 Stability Measurements
Based on the Sensory Organization Test concept, Shumway-Cook and Horak [1986]
devised a clinical tool to test the sensory component of balance: the Clinical Test of
Sensory Interaction and Balance. The Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction and Balance

used

a compliant foam pad as an unstable support base to

emulate the Sensory

Organization Test in terms of somatosensory distorlion, with an added advantage that it
was not limited to the pitch plane; the disturbance could be multi-directional fShumway-

Cook and Horak, 1986; Allum et al., 20021. In this study, a Physio Gymnic ball or
SwisDisk was used for the short-sitting participants and a dense foam pad þreviously
described

in Section 2.3,2) was used for the standing participants. In addition to the

Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction and Balance, fuur firnctionally relevant movement
tasks were performed in order to challenge the different components of balance, which

required both feedforward and feedback control, covering a relatively wide dynamic
scope.
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For the short-sitting participants, all tasks were performed on:

1. The regular seat cushion.

2.

Adeflafed Swiss ball (CSSI) or Swiss disk (CSS2 and CSS3).

Similarly, for the standing participants, all tasks were performed on:
1. A f,rxed, firm floor surface.

2. A

dense foampad.

In the first four tasks,

each participant was instructed

to maintain erect sitting/standing

balance for 20 seconds, with eyes open and then eyes closed, without hand support, on

each surface. Note that participant CS3 could not stand without supporl; therefore,
participant CS3 could not perforrn the standing tests. The second set of tasks included the

following four movements of increasing difficulty:
1. Left and right head horizontal rotation, to visual targets placed 120 degrees
apaú.

2.

Arm lift while holding onto a 50 cm light-weight wooden pole, 1.91 cm in
diameter, with both hands kept shoulder width apart. The pole was raised
up to eye level and then back dov¡n to the legs, keeping elbows extended.

3. Left and right horizontal trunk rotations, to approximately 60 degrees in
each direction.

4. Forward trunk bending to approximately 60

degrees, then returning to the

upright (erect) sitting/standing position.
These movements were performed for 20 seconds, in a rhythmical oscillating pattern at a

frequency of 0.4 Hz (paced by a metronome). For all participants, a fall was recorded for
each task

if the participant could not maintain independent balance for 20 seconds or if he
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could not perform the movements without holding on with his hands. A physiotherapist
was positioned directly behind the participant to provide assistance

if required.

For the standing parlicipants, the COP trajectory was obtained for each task using

the force sensing array (FSA) pressure mapping system. The COP position signal has
long been used as an indicator of balance performance fSzturm and Fallang, 1998]. The
following two parameters were calculated to index balance performance for each task:
1. The range of the COP excursion, i.e., the peak-to-peak magnitude of the
COP position fWhipple et al., 1999].

2. The COP sway path: a linear parameter that quantifies the total amount of
resultant COP (COP^) movement over the 20 second time period,
calculated

* (I

ACOP^) I 4 ,

*h"re /,. is the duration of the movement

fBarratto et al., 2002).

The COP sway path has been demonstrated to be one of the most valuable clinical
parameters for standing balance control analysis fBarratto et al., 2002].

All data analysis

was performed in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, Mass., USA).

2.3.4 Rnsulrs
2.3.4.1 Ouestionnaire
The results of the questionnaires were very positive, with all participants answering
"Strongly Agree"

to all five

questions.

All participants reported that they had fun

practicing with the interactive virtual environment-based tasks and often lost track of
time. Participants stated that they greatly preferred the training sessions with the vidual
tasks over the exercise programs they have perfbrmed in the past and that they would like

to continue the treatment. The tool's configurable parameters and different modes offered
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paralympian found the games

challenging.

2.3.4.2 Stabilitv Measurements

The following paragraphs summarize the stability measurement results for

each

participant. For the standing participants, Tables 2.2 and 2.3 present the results for the
COP excursion range and COP sway path, respectively, during each of the 12 tasks preand post-exercise.

Pre-exercise, participant CSSl maintained independent short-sitting balance for the

full 20 seconds, for all 6

tasks where he sat on his regular wheelchair cushion. In

addition, short-sitting balance was maintained for the eyes open, head rotations and arm

lift

tasks, while sitting onthe deflated Physio Gymnic ball. CSSI clearly lost his balance

and therapist intervention was required to prevent a

fall for three conditions short-sitting

on the deflated Physio Gymnic ball. Post-exercise CSSl maintained independent shortsitting balance for the fuII20 seconds, during all6 tasks on both short-sitting surfaces.
For participant CSS2, nine falls were recorded pre-exercise. CSS2 was only able to
maintain independent short-sitting balance (without use of his hands for support) while
sitting on the wheelchair cushion for the eyes open, head rotation and arm lift tasks. Postexercise, CSS2 was able

to maintain independent short-sitting balance for the full

20

seconds, for all tasks on both short-sitting surfaces.

Prior to training with our interactive virtual environment-based system, participant
CSS3 would typically only attend to balance exercises for 20-30 seconds at a time, with

the training sessions typically lasting for only 10-15 minutes. After practice with the
COP-controlled video game-based system, CSS3 was able

to maintain

concentration

t*ru*an
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during the virtual tasks (balance exercises) up to 2-3 minutes at a time and would repeat

this for 10-15 times. The duration of the exercises increased from short interval training
(approximately 20 seconds for 10-15 minutes) to two-minute interval training for 20-30
minutes. Twelve falls were recorded pre-exercise for CSS3. In addition, hand support
was required for all 6 tasks during both surface conditions. Post-exercise, CSS3 was able

to maintain independent short-sitting balance for the 20 seconds for all tasks on both

Table 2.2. COP excursion range [cm]; values for medio-lateral and anterior-posterior directions are
presented separated by a comma (NC: not complete)

CSI

Task

Pre- Exercise

Floor, eyes open
Floor, eyes closed
Floor, head rotation
Floor, arm lift
Floor, trunk rotation
Floor, trunk bending
Foam, eyes open
Foam, eyes closed
Foam, head rotation
Foam, arm lift
Foam, trunk rotation
Foam. trunk bendine

I

Post-Exercise

Pre-Exercise

1.3,2.6

0.4,0.1

)7 )A

)))
t.3,

0.4,0.4
NC

1.5

.2,

l.t

2.3,2.6
3.6,2.7

I

5) 14

I

1.0, 1.2
0.3, 0.5

CS2
I Post-Exercise

0.4,0.4
NC

l.l,

1.6

0.7, 0.8
0.8, r.3
1.1,1.0

2.5,2.8
NC

2.6,

NC
2.7,3.1
NC

0.7, t.2
NC

r.l,l.8

r.0,1.5

1.0, 1.5
NC
3.2,3.1

3.3, 3.1
NC

1.3, 1.7

1.0, L0

Ll,

NC

2.2,

1.4

1.6, 1.5

NC

NC

1.5.t.8

t.l,t.5

1.0

0.8, 0.9

t.3,1.4
NC

2.0,2.0
1.9

Table 2.3. COP sway path per unit time (NC: not complete).
CSI

Task

Pre-Exercise
Floor, eyes open
Floor, eyes closed
Floor, head rotation
Floor, arm lift
Floor, trunk rotation
Floor, trunk bending
Foam, eyes open
Foam, eyes closed
Foam, head rotation
Foam, arm lift
Foam, trunk rotation
Foam. trunk bendins

I

Post-Exercise

C52
Pre-Exercise I Post-Exercise

1.4

0.5

0.5

0.4

l.t

1.4

NC

NC
r.5
0.7

t.8

I.0

1.4

2.1

0.8

0,5

3.4

1.4

1.8

t.5

NC

NC

l.l

1.3

2.7

0.8

1.4

NC

NC

NC

t.5
NC

1.2

0:9
0.1

3.4

2.7

2.5

1.0

1.2

NC
NC

NC
NC

2.0

2.1

1.5

1.9
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surfaces.

For participant CSl, 10 falls were recorded pre-exercise. CSl only maintained
independent standing balance during the eyes open and head rotation tasks, performed on

the normal floor surface. During all other tasks, CS1 clearly lost balance and therapist
intervention was required to prevent a fall. Post-exercise, CS1 was able to carry out all
tasks for the total 20 second duration, except the foam surface, eyes closed standing task.

In this case, vision was eliminated and ground reaction force information was distorted
and delayed by the compliant foam pad. Note that for some tasks where CS1 fell, the

fall

occured at the end of the trial and therefore the full 20s of data was recorded. Tasks
where the full data was not recorded pre- or post-exercise are indicated by not completed
Q\üC)

in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for both the pre- and post-exercise trials, as data was not

analyzed post-exercise

if incomplete

data was present pre-exercise. When

CSl did fall,

there were larger COP peak-to-peak amplitude and sway path values pre-exercise in all

fall

cases except the

floor surface eyes closed task. CSi maintained balance both pre- and

post-exercise during the floor surface eyes open and head rotation tasks. For these two

tasks, the post-exercise values

for the COP excursion range and sway path were

approximately half the value pre-exercise.
For participant CS2, five falls were recorded pre-exercise. Post-exercise, only two

falls were recorded. CS2 could not independently maintain standing balance with eyes
closed on either surface. With the exception of the eyes closed tasks, CS2 successfully

performed the remaining five tasks on the floor surface. CS2 was successfully able to
perform the oscillating head rotations, trunk bending and trunk rotation tasks on the foam
pad; these were tasks CS2 was unable to perform pre-exercise. CS2 maintained balance
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both pre- and post-exercise during all tasks except the two eyes closed conditions and the
head rotations, trunk rotations, and trunk bending tasks on the foam pad. Similar

to CS1,

note that for some tasks where CS2 fell, the fall occurred at the end of the trial and
therefore the full 20s of data was recorded. Tasks where the full data was not recorded
pre- or post-exercise are indicated by not completed (NC) in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for both
the pre- and post-exercise trials, as data was not analyzed post-exercise

if incomplete

data

was present pre-exercise.

For the cases where balance was maintained, the COP excursion range values were

similar for pre- and post-exercise; for the f,rxed, eyes open task they remained the same;
for the fixed surface head rotations, arm lift and trunk bending tasks and the foam surface
arm

lift task there was an increase post-exercise; for the fixed, trunk rotation task there

was a decrease in the ML direction and an increase in the AP direction; for the foam
surface eyes open condition there was an increase in the ML direction and a decrease in

the AP direction. In the cases where participant CS2 fell pre-exercise and maintained
balance post-exercise, the results were lower post-exercise except for a slight increase in
the AP direction for the foam surface trunk rotation.

We found similar results for the COP excursion range values. For the cases where
balance was maintained both pre- and post-exercise, the values for the fixed surface eyes
open and trunk rotation tasks were lower post-exercise; for the remaining tasks there was

a slight increase post-exercise. In the cases where participant CS2 fell pre-exèrcise and
maintained balance post-exercise, the results were lower post-exercise for the foam
surface head rotations task and slightly higher for the foam surface trunk rotations and

trunk bending tasks. Although there was less consistency in the COP excursion range and
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independently maintain balance for five additional tasks post-exercise, which is a very
important finding.
Participant CS3 was able to maintain concentration on standing balance exercises

for up to 10 minutes at

a

time pre-exercise. The time was limited by foot pain rather than

concentration. CS3 showed

a marked improvement at maintaining an erect

standing

position while playing the COP-controlled virtual tasks. Post-exercise, CS3 was able to
independently stand on firm ground without hand support for up to 20 seconds. The
duration of training sessions increased three-fold from 10-15 minutes to 40 minutes.

2.4

DrscussloN

The goal of this part of the study was to investigate the feasibility of using COPcontrolled interactive virtual environment-based tasks for training of short-sitting and
standing balance and whether they would result in improved dynamic balance. The main

finding was that post-exercise, all participants exhibited a decrease in their fall rate. This
f,rnding is consistent with the observation that intensive, functionally relevant practice
a motor task can result

of

in significant improvements. The COP excursion and path length

values for participant CS1, for all tasks where standing balance was maintained pre- and

post-exercise, decreased post-exercise. The values

for

participant C52 were

less

consistent. For tasks where CS2 maintained balance pre- and post-exercise, the COP
excursion and path length values were similar; in some cases, however, the post-exercise
values were higher. For the tasks where CS1 and CS2 fell pre-exercise and maintained
standing balance post-exercise, the post-exercise values were genelally lower.
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When the participant did fall, large COP excursions occurred. This was reflected in

the generally larger COP peak-to-peak amplitude and sway path values pre-exercise. In
some cases, however, the post-exercise values were higher. In these cases, large COP

excursions were also produced, reflecting the compensatory strategies employed to

maintain standing balance.

In

other words, although balance was maintained post-

exercise, the large COP peak-to-peak amplitude and sway path values indicated that the

participants still had difficulty with the tasks. All participants expressed that they enjoyed

the virtual environment-based tool, preferring

it to normal treatment regimes, and that

they would like to continue the treatment. Thus, the results showed that our COPcontrolled virtual tasks provided a motivational and challenging environment, which
improved the participants' dynamic balance post-exercise.
Conventional exercises are often repetitive, causing patients to lose interest and not
complete the rehabilitation process. Hence, studies are being done which include more

motivating tasks. In [Tsang and Hui-Chan, 2004], the effects of Tai Chi and golf,
complex and enjoyable tasks, were evaluated. In both of these tasks, the participant has

an increased awa¡eness of the motor control required to successfully perform

the

movements. This is what we were trying to achieve through the use of COP biofeedback

coupled to dynamic exercise tasks. In addition, we showed that our therapy approach
could be applied to people with:

o

CNS lesions, hemiplegia, and bilateral deficits

"

Severe balance and mobility limitations, including long standing,
secondary musculo-skeletal problems.
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When compared to biofeedback training applied in the same context, our interactive

virtual environment-based tasks offer numerous advantages. Of primary importance was
the fact that the developed system could be enhanced to meet the needs and performance

levels of each participant [Roig et al., 2004]. This was possible through configurable

difficulty levels, stability parameters, and the ability to place the pliable pressuÍe mat on
different surfaces. This allowed all participants, including CSSI who was a paralympian,

to find the games challenging. In

Sihvonen

et al., [2004], the COP trajectory

measured via a fixed, force platform and was displayed

was

to a group of frail elderly women

in order to motivate them. Training with the device was done over a four week period.
The task set included standing balance movements where the participants had to stand as

still

as possible and dynamic balance

(including stepping) movements, where they had to

move the COP cursor to follow a displayed pattem. Foam support surfaces of different
thicknesses were also placed on the force platform; however, due

to the platform's

inflexibility and fixed nature, their system is still limited in the amount of surfaces that
may be used.

Our system uses a flexible pressure mat, which allows training to be conducted on
compliant or uneven surfaces; i.e., the mat may be placed on top of a surface, rather than

the surface being placed on the force platform. This can better prepare subjects to deal

with more dynamic environmental conditions. Flexible pressure mats permit accurate
recording of the COP, while eliminating the nonlinear distortions and damping effects
incurred in the COP trajectory by the different foam materials [Betker et al., 2005].
Secondly, the movements in the virtual environment-based tasks were random and

varied in direction, amplitude, and precision. In order to meet the goals of the game, the
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participants had to make timely, goal-directed shifts in the COP trajectory; this required
active ML and AP weight shifts. Lastly, our virtual envi¡onment-based system provided a

motivating and interactive environment for the purposeful and challenging dynamic
balance exercises.
Biofeedback systems that do not rely on a force platform can also be performed on

different surfaces.

An

encoded audio biofeedback signal representation

of

torso

acceleration was used in Dozza et al., [2005] to inform patients with bilateral vestibular
loss of their body movements. The sound was intended to represent information normally

provided by the otoliths. In this case, the patients stood on a compliant foam pad with

their eyes closed, thus adding the need for timely feedback adjustments. They found that

the audio signal helped to reduce the overall torso sway area, torso acceleration and
increase stability. Similar to current biofeedback systems, our video games provided the
subject and therapist with instantaneous feedback about performance and goal attainment.

The subjects were able to measure their successful progression to more complex tasks
and support surfaces in real time.

The games developed in this research offer several advantages over the NeruoCom

NeuroGames. Firstly,
independently

in

Tic-Tac-Toe and Memory match, item selection

of aid through use of the 'number of

seconds

to mark'

is

done

parameter.

Conversely, NeruoGames requires the mouse button to be clicked when the center

of

gravity marker is on top of the desired item. The mouse button must then be held down

while the item is dragged to the desired location. Thus, in order for the participant to
independently play the game, they must use the mouse. The use of a mouse in therapeutic
games is not desired as:
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In cases where the participant must hold on to an object to maintain stance,

they would not be able to simultaneously operate the mouse; noting that
eventually the participant should learn to bear the weight entirely in his/her
legs, as support removes some of the balance task dynamics fCogan et al.,
19171.
2.

In

cases where the participant is able

to maintain stance on their own, the

mouse would provide an unwanted additional tactile input, which has been

shown to reduce sway variance [Pai and Patton, 19971. In addition, the
particpant could offset some of his/her weight through the use of his/her
hands [Cogan et a1.,19771.

3.

Some participants' hands and/or arms are paretic and they would therefore

not be able to operate the mouse.
Secondly, the NeuroCom system has an increased cost compared to the pressure mat.

Therefore, the pressure mat

will be available to a wider range of clinics and will

thus

benef,it a larger population. Lastly, the pressure mat is easily portable and can therefore

be taken to where the subjects are, rather than requiring them to come to the clinic; this
also makes our system available to a larger population. In addition, the Neurocom system
assumes that the center

of gravity and COP are equivalent for single-segment inverted

pendulum dynamics; however, this is not always true as demonstrated in Barbier et al.,
[2003].

2.5

Surr.rvrrRv

An intelactive virtual environment-based tool was developed, which coupled the COP
movement trajectory to an on-screen cursor (computer sprite). Four different tasks were
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developed, which sought to improve dynamic balance control in both standing and short-

sitting. The tasks Tic-Tac-Toe and Memory Match were designed to elicit quick, short
movements followed by a sustained hold in the computer sprite position, in order to
select a square/card. In Under Pressure, the participant had to shift their body weight to

move a receptacle in line to catch a moving object. In Balloon Burst, quick and precise
movements were required to move the computer sprite to intersect and pop the stationary
balloon.

The benefits of the developed interactive virtual environment-based tool were
evaluated via standing and short-sitting case studies, where the amount of recovery was

quantified pre-exercise versus post-exercise. Six different tasks were performed on two

different surfaces (Section 2.3.3.2). For the short-sitting case study, the number of falls
was compared pre- and post-exercise. Post-exercise, all subjects exhibited a lower fall

count and in fact, were able to complete all 6 balance tasks on both surfaces. For the
standing case study, the number of falls, the range of COP excursion, and the COP path

length outcomes were compared pre- and post-exercise. Post-exercise, the subjects
exhibited a lower fall count and a decreased COP excursion limit for some tasks. In both

the short-sitting and standing case studies, participants exhibited an increased desire to
practice and an increased attention span during training. These findings demonstrated that

graded, dynamic balance exercises on different surfaces can be effectively coupled to

virtual

"nuiron*"r,t-based

tasks. In addition to the training program being enjoyable, all

subjects improved their fall rate performance after using the virtual environment-based
therapy. Hence, this approach was effectively applied to:
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People who had severe balance and mobility limitations, including long
standing, secondary musculo-skeletal problems.

,

People with CNS lesions, hemiplegia, and bilateral def,rcits.

'

People who were actively participating in sports.

STRATEGIES FoR LE,^,RNING

NEw MoToR TASKS

3 Strategies for l-earning New Motor Tasks

In this

research, the position

of a visible computer sprite is controlled through

the

movement of the COP, which changes when a person produces body movements. The

visually guided movements of the COP require timely (i.e., prior to falling) sensorymotor mappings of visually derived spatial information, which is acquired in a twodimensional (2D) virtual environment, i.e. the computer sprite location relative to a target
position. Recent investigations fShadmehr and Mussa-lvaldi,1994; Krakauer et al., 1999;
Jones et al., 2001; Patton and Mussa-lvaldi, 2004; Viau

sensory-motor learning

et al., 20041 have examined

with various visual-spatial tasks viewed inside a

virtual

environment. Movement errors and adaptations have been investigated during online

visually guided control of arm reaching movements, which were perturbed by sudden
forces. The perturbations form new relationships between the motor output and limb
trajectories, in a manner that is beneficial for sensory-motor learning. Another way to
systematically introduce random errors and graded difficulty levels in a visual-spatial

task for specif,rc training purposes is through transformations in the trajectories of the
computer sprite motion in route to a target. In this research, we introduced a rotation in

the mapping of the computer sprite trajectoly rslative to the normal COP movement
trajectory fJones et al., 2001]. This chapter details the virtual environment and the
resulting outcome strategies adoptecl by participants to learn the visual-spatial task.
02008 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. IJowever. permission to reprint/republish this
material fbr advertising or pronrotional purposes or fbr creating new collective u,orks tbr resale or'
redistribution to servers or lists. or to reuse any copyrighted conrponent of this u,ork in othel works nlust
be obtained from the IEEE.
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3.1

BacxcRouNn
When performing daily life activities, appropriate sensory-motor transformations

are required

to

successfully map the changing relationships between one's self, the

environment, and objects moving

in the environment. Our daily actions required

to

perform basic and instrumental activities involve varying combinations of head-eye
(gaze), arm reaching, and whole body (stepping and walking) movements. These
movements depend on the interaction and transformation

of both

egocentric (self-to-

object) and allocentric (object-to-object) representations of the environment fBurgess
2006; Mou et al., 2006). In order to successfully map these representations, appropriate
sensory-motor transformations are required [Mussa-Ivaldi 1999; Singh and Scott, 2003;

Mou et al., 2006f. For visually guided movements, the primary motor codex and its
interactions with the visual cortex, dominantly through the visual pathway called the
dorsal stream [Ellerman et al., 1998; Fogassi and Luppino, 2005], are largely responsible

for mapping the sensory-motor actions fleon-Sarmiento et al., 2005; Culham et

al.,

20061. The visually acquired movement amplitude and direction information is received

by the parietal cortex, from which motor plans for voluntary motor actions are partially
determined. These motor actions cause muscle contractions that move the body segment
masses, velocities, and accelerations

in a manner that will change the support forces of

the feet. In turn, the COP and consequently the computer sprite move to the desired
location in order to intersect the target object within the allotted time fShadmehr and
Mussa-Ivaldi, 19941.

It is important to train and evaluate people under congruent visual-spatial

mapping

conditions (i.e., physical and perceived actions move in sync with the normal, known
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pattern) and those which systematically change the sensory motor transformation. A
number of recent investigations have examined visual-spatial learning through the use

of

prism glasses, which shift the visual world horizontally relative to the physical target
location fRossetti et al., 1993; Fernandez-Ruiz et a1.,2003]. At the start of the reaching

tasks, there \¡/ere large errors

in the participants'

movement trajectories.

As

the

participants adapted to wearing the prism glasses, the errors were reduced. After removal
of the glasses, aftereffects were demonstrated, in which the participants still planned their
movements as if they were wearing the prism glasses. As the effects of the prism glasses
are limited in function, additional methods of disturbing the visual-spatial mapping have
been explored.

Task specific and goal oriented rehabilitation programs are used to train people to
produce appropriate multi-sequence motor responses under different environmental and

cognitive conditions [Broeren et al., 2004; Perez et al., 2004]. Of particular interest are
rehabilitative regimes incorporating biofeedback in an interactive virtual environment
(which emulate egocentric and allocentric relationships), as they are motivational and

provide the ability

to perform task analysis thu'ough the tracking of

movements relative

to

intended goals/targets [Betker

biofeedback

et al., 2006a]. Commonly

used

biological signals include electromyography (EMG), segment motion, and the center of
foot pressure. Through muscle contractions (EMG), limb movement, or body movements
(COP), the on-screen cursor (computer sprite) can interact with the on-screen virtual task

objects. Thus, the biofeedback signal allows for natural and intuitive visually guided
movements of varying accuracy and precision to be used in the virtual environment-based
tasks.

STRATEGTES FoR LEARNTNc

NEw Moron T¡sxs

The combined use of physical movements and virtual psychomotor tasks, having
specific goals and graded spatiotemporal accuracy, represents functional training with a

wide scope of sensori-motor and cognitive experiences, which can drive neuroadaptation

for producing behavioral

sufficient

recovery.

In the virtual envi¡onment,

recorded

biofeedback signals are transformed and slaved to an on-screen computer sprite pixel
coordinate system; this allows body movements to be visually-guided through the virtual

space. This can include predictable

or

random event sequences, which require

movements of varying amplitude, speed, and precision. In the context of the virtual task,

producing and controlling the motion and location of the computer sprite is a mixture of

both allocentric and egocentric motion, i.e.,

object-to-object spatial relationships

(computer sprite to target) and physical body to sprite movement spatial relationships,
respectively [Burgess, 2006].

A method to systematically introduce random errors and graded difficulty levels in

a visual-spatial task for specific training purposes is through transformations in

the

of the computer sprite motion in route to a target. In this research,

we

trajectories

introduced a rotation in the mapping of the computer sprite trajectory relative to the
normal COP movement trajectory [Jones et a7.,2001]. The sensori-motor system will rely

on visual-based feedback controls to adapt to the visual transformation. When first
learning the task, the visual information is incongruent to the previously known mapping

with the proprioceptive and tactile information received by the feet [Jones et al., 2001].
Learning

to

adaptation

perform the new sensory-motor task

to a mixture of

in the allotted time will

require

egocentric and allocentric spatial relationships before

producing the required body movements.
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Previous studies have determined the effects of a transformed physical-to-virtual
spatial relationship on perception-action through the quantification of errors in movement

planning with respect to an ideal movement fAbeele and Bock, 2001; Henry et al., 200I;
Frassinetti et a1.,2002; Vasvada et al., 2002; Marotta et a1.,2005]. Another method of

investigating learning is through the quantification of key muscle activity during the
selected task. For example, a two-dimensional robotic manipulandum has been used in an

arm reaching task, under normal and modihed force conditions fShadmehr and Moussavi,

2000]. The modified condition consisted of a constant force applied to the manipulandum
during the reaching task. The force produced was proportional to the speed of the hand
and perpendicular to the position (direction) of the hand fShadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi,

1994; Shadmehr and Moussavi, 2000]. EMG signals were recorded from the biceps-

triceps and anterior-posterior deltoid muscles during the task. Results showed that
relative to the direction observed when no f,reld was applied, the preferred direction of the
muscle was rotated after training with the force applied to the manipulandum.

In this research, we explored the strategies used in the visual-based cognitive remapping that takes place during the transformed visual-spatial task. Recent developments

strongly suggest that the combined use of physical movements and virtual psychomotor
tasks represents ftinctional training with a wide scope of sensory motor and cognitive
experiences, which can

drive neuloadaptation sufhcient for producing

behavioral

recovery. We predicted that subjects would produce an optimal strategy that would
emerge through a decrease in movement errors and specific, consistent changes in the

preferred directions

of three leg muscles. We

determined the different strategies

parlicipants used to adapt to the task and which strategy resulted in optimal recalibration.
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3.2.1 PaRrlcrpa¡qrs
Twelve healthy participants (5 males) aged 26+2.98, of height 1.71+ 0.11 m, weighing

63.66+i3.90 kg (+ standard deviation), were recruited for this study among students at
the University of Manitoba. Participants were screened by oral questionnaire to rule out

any history of postural, neurological, musculo-skeletal, visual, or vestibular problems.
Participants voluntarily gave informed consent. Ethics approval was granted prior to

recruiting participants by The University

of Manitoba, Faculty of Medicine, Ethics

Research Board. The participants were not aware of the rotation applied to the on-screen
sprite trajectory, nor had they previously played Balloon Burst with the rotation applied.

3.2.2 Vrnrual ElwlRoNlrrBNr
A virtual

environment-based task was produced, Balloon Burst version 2, the goal

of

which is to pop balloons which appear at random or predetermined locations on the video

monitor (Fig. 3.1a,b) [Betker et al., 2006a]. The custom Balloon Burst software we
developed interfaces with a flexible pressure mat (Verg Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada),

ûom which it acquires the COP signal at a rale of 35.5 l-Iz, i.e. the rate equivalent to the
instrumentation dependent high speed mode. The pressure mat used in this study was
dimension 53 cm

of

x 53 cm x 0.036 cm and contained a 16 x 16 grid of piezo resistive

sensors (total256 sensors) spaced 2.86 cmapart. The pressure mat uses a calibration file

to

maintain sensor calibration

to vertical pressures of 300 mmHg. This recorded

instantaneous physical COP position is mapped to the game sprite, in a manner identical

to the use of a computer mouse. The physical COP movement range of the participant is
scaled

to cover the

onscreen movement range. To play Balloon Burst, the user first
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game display
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tibiatis

soteus-ffi/anterior

Ði"ïff"

V,

Fig. 3.1. Experimental setup. (a) the subject stands on the pressure mat, which is connected to the laptop via
the interface box. The laptop currently displays the game Balloon Burst. Three surface electrodes were used to
capture the muscle activity of the peroneus longus, soleus, and tibialis anterior, (b) a screenshot of Balloon
Burst clisplaying the total number of balloons, the number of balloons popped, and the movement ranges (in
cm). The player shifts their weight to control the on-screen COP marker (black and white circle). The balloon
is poppecl wher.r the COP marker area overlaps the balloon area. When the rotation is applied, the participant's
on-screen trajectory is rotated 60o cou¡rtelclockwise (c). Triads, the sequence ofthree balloons, appear to the
right (d). Insets (e)-(g) show the COP trajectories for all participants, as they shift their weight to intersect the
balloon with the on-screen COP marker, for (e) the congruent game, (f) the first translated game, and (g) the
final translated game.
def,rnes

number

the number of balloons that will appear on the screen (one at a time) and the

of seconds for which

each balloon

will

appear. Once the game begins, the

participant must shift his/her weight in all directions, in order to move the onscreen COP

sprite

to

intersect and burst the balloon. Difficulty levels are provided through

a

confi gurable balloon size.
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The locations of some balloon appearances were preset in order to have a consistent
starting position for all participants and between trials.

A

series of th¡ee fixed balloon

locations, termed a triad event, were introduced at random times during the course of the
session. Each balloon in the triad appears one at a time. The triad has the positions of the

first two balloon locations fixed. The first balloon in the triad is positioned near the center

of the screen; the second balloon in the triad is located close beside the first. Thus,
participants

will only have to make a small movement correction

between the first and

second balloon. The third balloon appears along the boundary of the screen and can be

configured to appear in the directions: up, down, left, right, or one of the four corners.
The number of triads per session is configurable.

In addition to having a congnrent linear mapping between the mãtion of the COP

position and the on-screen COP cursor (slaved

to

COP signal),

a

geometric

transformation can be applied. A rotational transformation was added to induce a visualspatial (cognitive) re-calibration during the task, which used body movements (COP) to
move a cursor to intersect the randomly presented target balloons. The visual translation
consists

of a rotation of the on-screen COP marker. Specifically, the on-screen COP

marker can be rotated counter-clockwise by 0 e{30",45',60'}, using the rotation matrix
Rd

lcosd

a=l ¡sinZ -sin9l
cosá l

R.^

(4.1)

The rotation matrix is used to transform the current on-screen COP marker coordinate

(COP,,CO\,) to the coordinate (COP;,COP.) via
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(4.2)

The rotation occurs about the user's on-screen center point coordinate, which is set to the
value (0,0). As there are multiple balloon locations in different directions that are rotated,
the subjects should be better able to adapt to the new rotated reference frame fKrakauer et
al.,20001.

3.2.3

ExpnrurupNrs

Participants used the motion of their COP to change the position of a computer sprite
relative to a target object in a virtual environment-based task, Balloon Burst version 2.

The goal of Balloon Burst was to pop balloons appearing in random or predetermined
locations on the video monitor by intersecting the balloon with the computer sprite (Fig.
3.1a,b). For all experiments, each session
appearances and 3 triad sets (10o/o

riglrt (Fig.

3. 1d) and a

of Balloon Burst had a total of 30 balloon

ofall balloon

appearances). The triads appeared to the

there was a three second time period between balloon appearances.

Participants stood on the pressLlre mat with their feet apart at their preferred normal
position; this position was kept constant during all sessions. Participants were instructed

to keep their feet in contact with the support surface at all times. The range of the onscreen mapping corresponded

to a bounded area of the pressure mat, focused around the

user's stationary COP point.

First, tlilee sessions were played where a normal, preferred congruent mapping
between the motion of the COP position and the on-screen COP cursor existed. These
sessions were used to familiarize the participants with the game-based task and served as

a baseline for movement error comparison. Next, a geometric transformation of

the

Srn.¿irecles ¡on L¡eRNlr.lc Nsw Moron TRsrcs

previously learnt computer sprite trajectory was introduced to produce a performance
error, which would require a visual-spatial re-calibration in order to successfully pop the
balloons during the task; participants were not told of the change. Five sessions were
played where the computer sprite movement was rotated by 60" counterclockwise. As the

directional mapping of the COP movement to computer sprite movement was altered,
participants needed

to alter how they moved the COP to

successfully intersect the

balloons. Specifically, with the congruent mapping, a shift of the participant's weight to
the left resulted in the computer sprite moving left (Fig 3.ic, solid line). With the rotation
applied, the computer sprite moved in a direction approximately north-north-east (Fig 1c,
dashed

line). Finally, an additional three games were played with the original congruent

mapping, i.e., without the rotation applied, to determine

other words, the trials investigated

if

any aftereffects occurred. In

if the participant was still compensating for the

rotation after it was unknowingly removed.

In summary, three experiments were performed:
1. Three sessions

with a congruent mapping between the physical and

onscreen movements.

2. Five sessions with a rotation of 60o counterclockwise applied to

the

onscreen sprite movements.

3. Three sessions with the congnrent mapping applied in experiment

3.2.4 Dara RpcoRuNG

AND

1.

AN¡lysrs

The COP trajectory and balloon locations were logged to a file, at arate of 35.5 Hz (i.e.,
the sampling rate of the pressure mat). Raw EMG recordings, using surface EMG probes
model SX 230 (NexGen Ergonomics Inc., Pointe Clare, QC, Canada), were recorded at a
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sampling rate of

NEw MoToR

To,*,

I kflz from the tibialis anterior, peroneus longus, and soleus using the

Datalink DLK 900 EMG amplifier and data logger. The SX230 EMG probes have

a

built-in amplifier with gain set to 1000, highpass filter (18 dB/octave) to remove the DC
offset from the signals and a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 450 Hz. For each
balloon, the starl of the movement was determined at the time of balloon appearance plus
an offset of approximately 400 ms, which accounted for the delay in visual processing

of

the balloon appearance [Rossetti 1998].

Movement errors were calculated during the initial attempt to move the on-screen

cursor to the third balloon

of

each triad. The displacement angle

þ

was calculated

between the trajectory of the initial COP movement and the direct line path between the

starting COP position and the balloon position (Fig. 3.2). The maximum perpendicular
displacement was calculated between the trajectory of the initial COP movement and the

direct line path (Fig. 3.2). Note that the COP trajectory often curved towards the balloon
and hence, the maximum perpendicular distance does not necessarily occur at the end
point ofthe COP trajectory.

The muscle tuning function fShadmehr and Moussavi, 2000] was investigated
during movement initiation, i.e. the first 200 ms of the movement [Szturm and Fallang,
1998], for all balloon appearances. The muscle tuning function is a measure of how the
muscle activity amplitude and direction changes with learning/time. For that purpose, the
superposition of the muscle activity (root mean square (RMS) value within a particular

time frame of the movement) vectors in all directions is calculated, and called

the

preferred direction (PD). Changes in the PD vector can reveal learning and adaptation
[Shadmehr

&

Moussavi, 2000].

In this study, the RMS of the muscle's EMG was

4ö
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Fig. 3.2. Movement errors calculated between the true COP trajectory (solid line) and the ideal direct
path to the balloon (dashed line). Th.e displacement angle is indicated by $ and the arrow indicates the
maximum perpendicular displacement.

calculated for each balloon in a given session, for the first 200 ms of each movement, and
averaged. The movement space was sequestered into four quadrants, centered around

o

:

{0',90",1

g0', 270"\

.

The EMG activity was recorded for the peroneus longus, tibialis anterior, and the
soleus. We are interested in the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscle activity in

the quadrants 0 ={O",lO"}, i.e. movements to the front and right. In these dilections,
both of the muscles should be active and play a large role in creating the movements: the

tibialis anterior will decrease the angle between the foot and lower limb and the peroneus
longus

will

attempt to turn the lateral edge of the foot outward (eversion). Similarly, we

are interested in the peroneus longus and soleus muscle activity in the

e={0",270'}, i.e. movements to the back and right. In these

quadrants

directions, both of the

muscles should be active and play a large role in creating the movements: the soleus and
peroneus longus

will

increase the angle between the foot and lower limb. Note that in
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these directions, the gastrocnemius performs a similar function to the soleus. However,

we selected the soleus as it spans a single joint (the ankle), whereas the gastrocnemius
spans two joints (ankle and knee). For each muscle pair, the EMG recording was
normalized by the amplitude of the sum of the two muscle signals. This normalization
procedure was selected to normalize the EMG amplitudes relative to each other and to
represent the changing dynamics

of the Balloon Burst

movement was calculated as the angle required

task. The direction

of

the

to intersect the target balloon at the

beginning of movement initiation. The preferred direction, PD, of the muscle was then
calculated as the directional sum of the RMS values in the desired quadrants á

pD:Znus

.

(4.3)

0

For the five transformed sessions, the first session was analyzed to investigate the
subjects' initial reaction to the rotation. The results from transformed sessions 2 and

3

were averaged (T23) to see how they react as they familiarize themselves with the
rotation, and the results from sessions 4 and 5 were averaged (T45) to obtain their f,rnal
reactions. The outcome measures were averaged over all subjects, on a per session basis,
and the mean and standard error (SE) were calculated.

3.3 Rrsulrs
To identifu the strategies used to adapt to the transformation, we quantified

the

changes that took place during and afler the spatial transformation: movement errors were

calculated with respect

to an ideal trajectory (Fig. 3.2) and muscle activity

was

investigated for the tibialis anterior, soleus, and peroneus longus. Movement errors give
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an overall task outcome perspective on the leaming of the rotation, whereas the muscle

activity serves to provide insight on the internal remappings.
The maximum perpendicular displacement and displacement angles, along with the
standard error, were calculated between the trajectory of the initial COP movement and
the direct line path to the balloon (Fig. 3.2). Prior to applying the rotation, the movement

errors for the congruent sessions were low (Fig. 3.3a,d). When the rotation was first
applied, there were large movement errors. As the participants adapted to the rotation, we
saw a decrease in the movement errors. Specifically, across all subjects, a decrease

21.43+9.96o/o
15.01+

(tSE) was observed in

displacement angle and

a

of

decrease of

5.l4yo (tSE) was observed in the perpendicular displacement (Table 3.1). Next,

the initial congruent mapping was again applied. The perpendicular displacements
quickly became the same as before the rotation was applied. For the displacement angle,
decreased errors were observed compared

with the rotated sessions. Flowever increased

errors were seen for the first congruent session following exposure to the rotated spatial

transformation when compared to the original congruent session (Fig. 3.3a,d); in other
words, aftereffects were observed for the displacement angle. This suggests that it was
easier

for participants to correct the computer sprite trajectory during the movement,

as

opposed to predicting the amount of rotation required prior to the movement.

The muscle tuning (i.e. the muscle's preferred direction, measuring how muscle

activity amplitude and direction changes) was investigated during movement initiation
(moving computer sprite to burst balloon) for the tibialis anterior and peroneus longus
muscles during movements to the front and right and for the soleus and peroneus longus
muscles during movements to the back and right. For movements to the front and right,
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Table 3.1. Absolute and percentage change in outcome parameter befween the first translated session
(TI) and the final translated sessions (T45), across all participants and per group.
Char ge in parameter between

All

Parameter

Displ

4.52tl.03

a

(') |

dT45

I

Group CCW

subjects

(%)
PL Tuning
TA Tuning
Angle

Tl

croup

rv"l
10.3314.1 I

4.23 + 1.12

-0.69 !0.23

-1.33 r

2.89

21.43+996

17.88 + 5.32

44.06 Ll1.87

0.18!2.19

(pixels)

(%)

(pixels)

(%)

(pixels)

66.66+ 23 1l

15.0t +5.14

27.50 x8.45

31.71+t8.43

9.36

!3.82

9.32X2.11

2.81Xl.91

123.64

t39.43

cw

0.53

lt.2t

8.48

l

2.18

6.17 x2.50
r

.87

r il.16
(%)

7

.31X 4.67

Parameter values along with the standard error mean are given
PL - peroneus longus, TA - tibialis anterior, CCW - counterclockwise, CW - clockwise

all subjects exhibited the same strategy, a clockwise shift in the preferred direction of the
peroneus longus from the initial exposure to the rotation (Fig. 3.4a). The average total

shift, along with the SE, for the peroneus longus tuning function was 4.52*1.03" or

9.32+2.1I% (Table 3.1). For movement to the back and right, no consistent pattern in
the peroneus longus tuning was observed. Similarly, for the soleus, no consistent tuning
pattern was observed.
For the tibialis anterior, we saw two distinct strategies emerge (Fig. 3.4b,c). Half

of

the participants exhibited a clockwise shift in the preferred direction with successive
exposure

to the task, similar to the shift for the peroneus longus (Fig. 3.4a). This

consistent shift in the tuning angle is what we hypothesized would occur. However, not

all participants exhibited this strategy. The remaining participants had a counterclockwise

shift in the preferred direction for the aveÍage of the final two sessions, when compared
to the first session. For f,ive of these participants, a clockwise shift in preferred direction
was observed for the average

of sessions 2

and 3,

followed by a counterclockwise shift in
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Fig. 3.3. Movement error outcome measures. The mean values across all participants are displayed for
the (a) displacement angle and (d) maximum perpendicular displacement, for the third (final) congruent
game (C3), the games with the translation applied (T1,T23, and T45), and the two congruent games
playecl after the translated tasks (CAl andCA2); error bars indicate the standard error mean. The
perpendicular displacement for group CCW for the translated games is depicted in (b) and for group CW in
(c). The displacement angles for group CCW for the games with the hanslation applied are depicted in (e)
and for group CW in (f).

the average of the final trials (Fig. 3.4b). The final subject had a

consistent

counterclockwise shift in the preferred direction.

As two distinct strategies appeared for the tibialis anterior muscle tuning, it was
interesting to investigate which one was the more optimal strategy. We term the group

which exhibited a counterclockwise shift in the preferred direction group CCW and the
group which exhibited a clockwise shift in the preferred direction group CW. For group
CCW, we obserued an average decrease in the displacement angle

of 44.06t11.87%
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the muscle tuning (Equation 4.3) across the game trials are depicted in (a)-(c). (a) the tuning of the

Fig. 3.4. Muscle tuning outcome measures. The average tuning curves,

of

peroneuslongusmuscleisshownfortrial I (l),theaverageoftrials2and3 (o),andtheaverageoftrials4
and 5 (r¡. As indicated (arrow), there is a clockwise shift in the preferred direction of the muscle. (b) the
average tuning curve for the tibialis anterior muscle of participants in group A for trial I (0), the average of
trials 2 and 3 (r), and the average of trials 4 and 5 (r). As indicated (solid arrow), there is a clockwise shift
in the prefeued dilection of the muscle between Tl and T23. However, in T45, the preferred direction
shifts in the counter-clockwise direction (dashed arrow). (c) the average tuning curve for the tibialis

anteriormuscleofparticipantsingroupBfortrial

I (o),theaverageoftrials2and3 (r),andtheaverage

of trials 4 and 5 (¡). As indicated (arrow), there is a clockwise shift in the preferred direction of the muscle.

SE) (Fig. 3.3e) and in the perpendicular displacement

of 27.50+8.45 % (t SE) (Fig. 3.3b

and Table 3.1). For group CW, the decreases were much less than those of the CCW
group, with an average decrease in the displacement angle
3.3f1 and in the perpendicular displacement

3.1).

of

1.87

of 7.31+4.67% (t

+11.16% (X SE) (Fig.

SE) (Fig. 3.3c and Table
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3.4

DrscussroN

Here we show that participants adopted one of two distinct strategies

in order to

recaltbrate their spatial reference coordinates between the physical COP position and the

computer sprite. Participants played a total of five sessions with the rotation applied to

the mapping of COP motion to the computer sprite motion. Prior to the rotational
transformation, the participants quickly learnt how to shift their body position (COP) to
move the cursor and successfully intersect the balloons. When the rotation was applied to

the mapping of the COP to computer sprite position, the participants were required to
reformulate the spatial relationship between physical space and virtual pixel coordinates
of two objects.
When first learning the task, there was no evidence of preplanning forthe rotation,

which was most likely compensated for by a second, planned movement that occurred
after seeing that the computer sprite movement was offset from the target balloon. As
participants became familiar with the direction and extent of the errors (seeing the sprite
miss the balloon), they began to preplan their movements with the proper ofßet angle
(Fig. 3.3a). This resulted in a consistent clockwise shift in the preferred direction for the
peroneus longus for movements to the forward and right for all subjects (Fig. 3.4a). This

was the expected result, which would compensate for the counterclockwise rotation
applied to the virtual COP movement trajectory. For example,

if the subject must hit

balloon target at 90", they would have to move at an angle of 90'
not, the computer sprite would move at an angle

a

- 60' = 30" . If they did

of 90'160':150". This suggests

that

of balloon) in the forward

and

task accuracy within the time constraints (i.e. bursting
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right directions for the peroneus longus muscle was reestablished by a preplanned
cognitive re-mapping, expressed by a clockwise tuning.
In terms of the muscle tibialis anterior, two distinct tuning strategies were observed

for adapting to the on-screen rotation. Compared to a clockwise shift, a counterclockwise

shift in the tuning function between the final and fìrst sessions was consistent with
significantly larger decrease

in

movement errors. This can

a

be interpreted as the

participant first attempting to offset the rotation by tuning the tibialis anterior in the
direction opposite to the rotation. Although movement errors were reduced, subsequent
reversal of the tuning to a larger value than the original angle resulted in an even larger
decrease (Fig. 3.3a,d). This suggests that the counterclockwise

shift in the tibialis anterior

muscle tuning was a more effective movement strategy, involving a preplanned cognitive

re-mapping between the physical body motion and virtual environment. The change in

the tuning direction most likely coincided with the ability to preplan the movement
trajectory. This result is supported by the fact that the CCW group had larger decreases in
their displacement angle than the CW group.

The participants in the CW group were likely unaware
mechanism, but were prepared

of the transformation

to do quick corrections after the

movement began.

Conversely, the CCW group probably recognized that the movement field was rotated
and used this information to preplan their movements. As the CCW group adapted to the

task, the degree to which they could preplan (offset) the rotation increased. This is
consistent with [Abeele and Bock, 2001], which investigated
a

vitual object tracking using

joystick under congruent conditions and the condition where the virtual trajectory was

rotated. Their results found that the adaptation to the rotation was gradual with repeated

STRATEGTES FoR LEARNTNG

NEw MoroR Tasrs

exposure to the task. These results study suggest that learning a visual transformation is

similar for both single segment and full body tasks. However, due to the increased
degrees

of freedom and dynamic mechanical demands of full body movements, it may

take more exposure to fully adapt to the transformation.

A further study could be done

where the number of trials required to fully adapt to the exposure would be determined.

No consistent pattern was observed for the tuning of the soleus muscle. This could
partially be due to the increased task diff,rculty when moving backwards and to the rear
diagonals while the feet are planted. In these directions, our limits of stability are much
less, as the horizontal distance from the ankle joint center to the posterior extent of the

foot (heel) is less than the distance ftom the joint center to the anterior extent of the foot
(toes) [Liston and Brouwer, 1996]. In addition, the perceived threat of falling backwards

is greater than falling forwards, as we cannot see where or what we will fall on. Thus,
when required to quickly move in a backwards direction, in addition to focusing on the

balloon location and movement direction, a greater awareness is required to deal with
increased task demands (i.e., reduced limits

of stability and greater

consequences

of

losing balance). This could cause the participants to switch fi'om a single-link inverted
pendulum (ankle movement strategy) to a multi-segment movement strategy, using active

knee flexion or trunk extension as a counter

in order to

decelerate the backward

movements. Multi-segment movements would cause a different control problem for ankle
muscles, which would influence the tuning of the soleus. Finally, note thãt the soleus

along with the gastrocnemius comprise the triceps surae,

a

multi-joint

muscle

configuration. Hence, the tuning may be different for this mechanical arrangement.
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3.5

Su¡raunRv

This study showed that two different

strategies emerged

for

adapting

to

a

counterclockwise visual rotation, applied to virtual movement trajectories within a virtual

environment based task. The two strategies consisted

of a clockwise tuning of

the

peroneus longus muscle along with either a clockwise or counterclockwise shift of the

tibialis anterior muscle. This adaptation occurred after gaining knowledge of

the

computer sprite's position relative to the target under the new spatial relationship. The

amount

of

learning was quantified

by the perpendicular

displacement and the

displacement angle between the actual and ideal sprite movement trajectories. While a
decrease

in perpendicular displacement was exhibited, the ability to preplan corections

(i.e. decrease displacement angle) to account for the rotational offset resulted in better

learning. This is supported by the fact that no aftereffects were observed for the
perpendicular displacement. The decrease

achieved through

a

clockwise tuning

in the displacement

of the

angle was optimally

peroneus longus along

with a

counterclockwise tuning of the tibialis anterior muscles. The counterclockwise tuning

of

the tibialis anterior was observed after the participants originally tuned the muscle in a
clockwise manner. This result is important as it shows that changing the learning strategy
can result in better recalibration of internal to external spatial reference frames required

to learn task specific visual based rotations viewed in a virtual environment.
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.WALKING

Stability Assessment and Genter of Mass Estimation
During Walking

The COM, COP, and body segment acceleration signals are commonly used to indicate
movement performance and stability during standing activities and walking. For balance
maintenance and restoration, the human brain is capable of estimating and predicting the

COM even in the absence of visual or vestibular information. Thus, we hypothesized that

the COM may be acquired through the processing of proprioceptive
information, represented

by body

somatosensory

segment accelerations, and an external spatial

refetence, the ground support, represented by the COP. To investigate this hypothesis, we
modeled the relationships that exist between the COP and accelerometer data with the 3D

COM trajectory, during walking on firm and irregular surfaces. This chapter describes the
model developed to estimate the 3D COM trajectory and its validation.

4.1

BacxçRouNo

Poor balance and consequently mobility restrictions are limiting factors in a person's
health, confidence, ability to perform activities of daily living, and overall quality of life.
These factors are serious problems that many older adults and people with neurological
and musculo-skeletal disorders face in their day to day lives fMoore et al., 19991. Thus,

the ability to maintain balance becomes an important factor in gait analysis. Common
movement signals used to indicate movement performance and balance are the COM,
02008 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However. permission to re print/republish this
nraterial f'or advertising or promotional purposes or f-or creating nerv collective rvorks lbr resale or
ledistrìbution to servers ol lists, or to reuse any copylighted conrponent of this rvork in other works must be obtained

fiom the IEEE.
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COP, and body segment acceleration signals fPatla, 20031.

During walking, leg swing and foot placement contribute significantly to balance.
Adjustments to the COM motion can be made as necessary during the stance phase by

intrinsic foot muscles, ankle muscles, and trunk or arm counter-movements fJian et al.,
19931. Balance control has been investigated during large body disturbances which

require a step (change in base of support) to restore stability [Maki and Mcllroy,1999;

Tripp et a1.,2004]. In fMaki and Mcllroy, 7999), compensatory stepping was investigated
in the presence of a large perturbation and the displacement and velocity stability margins
were determined. The results

of [Maki and Mcllroy, 1999] indicated that a tradeoff

existed between step speed and stability, with stability taking priority for single step
recoveries. In [Tripp et a1.,2004],it is noted that if the perturbation occuïs prior to toe-off

of the swing leg, the direction of the compensatory step can be altered in the initial stages
of stepping.
'When

walking, the step is generally broken down into three stages fHenriksen et

aL.,20041:

1.

The initial double support phase; this is the time prior to taking the step,

where both feet are planted and adjustments are being made for
preparation of swing limb unloading. During this time, the COP moves
back towards the swing leg and then forward to the stance leg. This in turn
causes the COM to accelerate towards the stance leg fJian etal.,79931.

2. The single support phase; this is the time from toe-off of the swing leg
until the heel strike of the swing leg. During this stage, the COP

is

completely under the stance foot. The COM is moving forward along with
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the step, while shifting laterally towards the stance leg [Jian et a1.,1993].

3. The.final double support phase, where both feet arc again planted after
having taken a step.

During walking, while maintaining a constant forward COM progression, the ML motion
must be restrained within the mobile single support base. The mobile base of support
changes

in size; it is smaller during the single support phase and larger in the double

support phase [Patla, 20031. The ML motion and stability can become increasingly larger

and more difficult to control when irregular, unpredictable and unstable surfaces are
encountered; this is due to the smaller base of support width fMarigold and Patla,2005].

Walking outdoors on varied terrains is a high risk task for many older adults and people
affected with balance impairments, and is often avoided.

The COM is generally calculated using a video-based motion analysis system, via
motion trajectories of markers placed on each body segment and anthropometric models.
The resultant three-dimensional (3D) COM trajectory provides us with a picture of the

overall movement and the coupling that exists between the movements

in different

planes. During standing activities and walking, important balance parameters for the
COM trajectory are:

ø

Íhe amplitttde mean fMarigold and Patla, 2005],

ø

the peak-peak

e

the phase lag, relative to step initiation, representing the time to peak

amplitude fMarigold and Patla, 2005],

amplitude across each step [Maclellan and Patla, 20061,

o

the signal variability- due to differences in biomechanical conf,rgurations
and balance strategies/gait patterns, from step to step and across subjects

Stee¡Llry
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[Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 20061.
These parameters are generally calculated for the resultant 3D COM as well as the
medial-lateral (ML) and vertical (VT) COM trajectories fChou et al., 2003; Patla, 2003].
Another parameter that is also calculated is the horizontal distance between the COM and

COP. However, as the horizontal projection of the COM can be accurately obtained
through appropriate filtering of the COP [Lafond et al., 200a]; hence, this parameter was
not investigated in this study.
Another widely used method of evaluating balance is the analysis of body segment
accelerations [Smidt et al., 1971; Menz et al., 2003; Henriksen et al., 2004). However, a

study [Hahn and Chou, 2003] demonstrated that the COM was more accurate than
acceleration data in distinguishing between dynamic instabilities. As the cost of the video

motion analysis system and setting up the markers for the video analysis can

be

cumbersome and time consuming, we sought an altemative method to predict/estimate
the COM.
The human brain controls and maintains the body's balance through the processing

of sensory information received by the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory
each having

systems,

a specific reference frame. By analyzing the sensory information, it

is

believed that the brain estimates the COM in relation to the body's base of support. The
corrective actions required to maintain control of balance during planned movements and

to restore balance during stumbles are then determined. Given that a healthy individual
can maintain his/her balance during standing or walking even in the absence of visual or

vestibular information, high weight must be placed on the internal reference frame
provided by the proprioceptive somatosensory information and an external reference
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frame perceived from the ground support of the COP fPeterka,2002f. Therefore, we
hypothesized that the COM may be acquired through the processing of proprioceptive
somatosensory information, represented by body segment accelerations, and an external
spatial reference, the ground support, represented by the COP.

In our initial investigation, we fit the COM to acceleration data during standing and
a mathematical model was presented [Betker et al., 2006b]. However, the coeffìcients

of

that model were found through a calibration process, which relied on experimental data.
Thus, that model could not replace COM calculation derived from video-based motion
systems, as motion data were required during the calibration stage. In this study, we have

developed

a novel model for COM estimation/prediction

using body

segment

accelerations and the COP position signals. The method does not require any calibration
stage (Section 4.3.1). The following sections elaborate on the developed model and its
use in stability analysis.

4.2

Mpruonol,ocY

4.2.1

Sus"rncrs

Fifteen healthy subjects (8 females) aged 28.9+4.5, of height 170.1+11.6cm, weighing

67.3+16.7 kg, with no history of postural problems, volunteered to participate in this
study and gave informed consent. Ethics approval was granted prior to recruiting subjects

by The University of Manitoba, Faculty of Medicine, Research Ethics Board. All subjects
gave their informed consent and were briefed about the tasks and instrumentations before

the experiments.
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A diagram of the 7 m long walkway, consisting of a fixed floor surface, the test surface,
and a

firm surface, is given in Fig. 4.1. The length of the fixed floor surface was selected

such that two steps could be taken prior to a single right foot step on the test surface. Two

different test surfaces were used:

l. A firm surface, which was the same as the remainder of the walkway.
2. An irregular doweling surface. The doweling

surface measured 1.2 m x 0.8

m (width x length) and had pieces of doweling 2.4 cm in diameter of
length 2.5 cm spaced in an grid 5.6 cm

apafi..

The irregular surface was used to emulate environmental uncertainty. Foot contact with
the irregular surface produces an unpredictable reaction force acting on the body, causing

a disturbance to the planned segmental trajectories; this sudden balance
requires a feedback compensatory reaction. The walkway was covered

disturbance

in an outdoor

carpet to keep the test surface unknown from the participant. This setup was selected as

knowledge

of and experience with a surface

destabilizing effects;

enables one

if the surface type can be predicted,

to anticipate the

one

surface's

will be more cautious

and

may reduce walking speed and exhibit anticipatory strategies [Maclellan and Patla,
20061.

Two tri-axial accelerometers (model 52-1OG-MF, Biometrics Ltd., Cwmfelinfach,
Gwent, UK) were affixed tolhe subjects using double-sided tape:

1. Representing the trunk segment's movement placed on the spinous process
of the second thoracic vertebra (i.e., vertebruT2).

2. Representing the swing leg's movement, placed on the lateral malleolus
(ankle).
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The 3D sway was recorded by each accelerometer using the analog channels of the Vicon
system, at 1080 Hz. Kinematic data was obtained using the VICON 460 video motion

analysis system, with six digital video cameras. The data was sampled at 720 Hz. The
data rate

of

120 Hz is sufficient to caphrre the walking movements fWinter, 1982] and is

the lowest available data rate with the Vicon system (6 cameras). The reflective markers
were placed on the end points of each segment and the coordinates were captured via

VICON's Plug-in Gait software, according to the Helen Hayes Model fKabada et

al.,

1990; Gutierez-Farewik et al. 20061. From the coordinate data, the 3D COM position

was computed and used for validating the model's COM estimation. COP data was
collected via an FSA pressure-sensing insole mat (Vista Medical Ltd., Winnipeg, MB,
Canada), which is placed into the shoe of the participant. The insole mat consisted
sensors, arranged in an 8

x

16 grid. Pressure data was captured at arafe

of 128

of 75 Hz for the

combined sensors. The pressure mat used a calibration frle to maintain sensor calibration

to vertical pressures of 1550 mmHg. In orderto synchronize the data collection, a custom

trigger was developed, which used the trigger output from the FSA interface box to
activate the VICON system.

4.2.3 PRorocol
The subjects stood on the fixed floor surface at the beginning of the walkway, with their
elbows flexed 90 degrees at their sides to ensure VICON marker visibility (Fig. a.1).
Subjects wore their own comfortable running shoes. The subjects began walking at a

comfortable pace beginning with the right foot, with the second right footfall landing on
the test surface (hrm or irregular). For each subject, ten trials were performed on the firm
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Trunk
Accelerometer

.-a2

..1

Accelerometer

Vicon
Marker

,:iir

FSA lnterface
Box

Flrm
Surface

Doweling Surface

Doweling
Surface
Swing Leg
Accelerometer

ffi'-o.:-

'=o-

==

lnsole Pressure Mat &
lnterface Box

Fig. 4.1. Experimental setup and walkway. The subject first takes a right and left step on the floor.
Next, a right step is taken on the test surface, which is either the firm or doweling surface. In this figure,
the doweling surface is shown as the test surface. The remaining steps are taken on the firm surface. The
walkway is covered in outdoor carpeting, which has been partially removed f-or illustrative purposes. The
placenent of the trunk acceleronreter atT2 and the placement of the swing leg acceleronteter above the
lateral malleolus are indicated.

surface and four trials were performed on the irregular surface, with other compliant
surface trials conducted

in between. The

surfaces were randomly presented

to

the
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subjects in order to ensure the subjects did not anticipate the disturbance caused by the

irregular surface. Each walk trial was separated by a one minute rest period.

4.2.4 Dar¡, ConurloNlNc
The total number of data sets collected was 150 for the firm surface, i.e., 10 per subject,
and was 20 for the doweling surface, i.e., 4 per subject. The accelerometers' data were
downsampled

to arate of

120

H4 i.e., to that of the kinematic

data was interpolated from 75 Hz

to

data. Similarly, the COP

120 Hz. Next, the right step on the test surface was

extracted from the data by applying a threshold to the pressure information of the stance

foot, i.e. there will be no pressure when the foot is in swing.
The COM is dependent on the endpoint coordinates of each segment (i.e. segment
lengths and orientations in space) and the mass center of each segment. These segment

lengths and masses are unique

for

each person and are incorporated into the COM

computation. Hence, the data was then divided by the subject's body mass index (BMI),

BMI

:

weight/heightt ¡Ugtt*1, in order to normalize the data across subjects. This was

done via a custom written script in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, Mass., USA). Thus,

the data for the duration of the single-stance phase for the right step on the test su¡face
was obtained.

4.3

COM AppRoxrru¿,TtoN

The following subsections describe the relationships between the COP,

segment

accelerations, and COM signals during walking on the two test surfaces, followed by the

best

fit model

between the resultant 3D COM trajectory and the COP and acceleration

signals.
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4.3.1 MorroN SrcNal Rnl¿,rroNSHIps
Scatter plots describing the relationships between the COP and acceleration signals and
the COM components were created to gain insight for model development. A scatter plot

displays corresponding data from two signals, where the first signal is plotted along the

horizontal axis and the second signal is plotted along the vertical axis. The COM
relationships with COP and acceleration data in anterior-posterior (AP) and VT directions

were found to have a polynomial relationship (approximately one-dimensional (1D)) as
expected [Jian et al., 1993]. However, the relationships in the

made

of a 2

ML direction was clearly

segment piecewise polynomial relationship; that is, the relationship is

composed of two segments, where each segment could be described by a polynomial.
The following paragraphs describe the found relationships for the ML, AP, and VT COM
components, respectively.

COM6 Trajectory. As mentioned in the Introduction, a step can be broken down
into three stages. Taking advantage of how the COP and COM move during these stages,
the ML component of the COM trajectory (COMr,ar-) can be segmented into two parts.

Specifically, a movement valley occurs in the COMtrl trajectory; this valley coincides

witha valley inthe ML ankle accelerationof the swing leg (Fig. 4.2).Hence, the ankle
acceleration of the swing leg is used to divide the COMrr¿¡ trajectory into segments A and

B: segment A is from the beginning of the step until the time at which the movement
valley occurs and segment B is from the time at which the movement valley occurs until
the end of the step (indicated by 0 in Fig. 4.2). For the segment A COMH¿r- trajectory, no
consistent relationship was found between the trunk or swing leg accelerations or the
COP. However, we recorded position data for 30 motion analysis segment markers. This
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position data was double differentiated to see whether the given segment's acceleration

would be a more appropriate location for future accelerometer placement. The ML
acceleration of the riglrt hip marker was found to have the most consistent relationship

with the COMnI trajectory in segment A. Therefore, the hip marker acceleration was
used as an input to the model. In segment B, the COPML trajectory was found to have the

most consistent linear relationship with the COMprl trajectory.

COMtp Trajectory. The AP component of the COM trajectory (COMAp) reflects
the forward progression of the movement and accounts for the largest COM component

b
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cÊ
=

N
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()
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4-4

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

{.6
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0.2 0.4 0.6
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time [s]

Fig. 4.2. Segmentation plots for a typical subject's step on the firm surface: (a) medial-lateral (ML)
swing leg acceleration (Sa,,. ), with the minimum amplitude indicated (0); and (b) the ML center of mass
(COM,rr. ), with the minimum amplitude of both the

.Sa,,,-

(0) and COM ,il.(V) indicated. The time at

which the minimum amplitude of the Sa.r,. occurs is used to segment the COM,,,. into parts A (-) and B
G.-).
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movement. A consistent linear relationship was found between the AP component of the
COP trajectory (COPap) and COMap.

COMry Trajectory. For the VT component of the COM trajectory, COMvr,

a

consistent linear relationship was found with the vertical trunk acceleration.

4.3.2

3D RBsulrANr COM (COMn)

Moorl-

The resultant 3D COM trajectory, COMÀ, accounts for the overall COM motion and the

coupling that occurs between each movement direction. The COMR is calculated
according to

coMR

(4.1)

The model requires inputs from a pressure mat (to obtain the COP) and from three
accelerometers (to get segment accelerations for the swing leg, hip, and trunk). Note that

in this study only two accelerometers were used to obtain data; however, during the
analysis it was determined that a third accelerometer would be required. Hence, we used
the double differentiated hip marker trajectory (from the video motion system) as the hip
acceleration signal. In future studies, an accelerometer should also be placed on the hip to

provide this signal. The relationships determined in Section 4.3.1 provided the basic
model for each of the COM components, from which the overall resultant COM could be
estimated (Fig. a.3). Statistical properties of the signals, such as the standard deviation,
were used to appropriately scale the inputs to the model, i.e., to scale the input amplitudes

to the output amplitudes. Thus, no calibration is requhed for the model. The equations
developed for the COM components are described in the following paragraphs and in Fig.
4.3.
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was calculated according to

côull, ==J-uu:|,,
z6
Ha'íl

cônnf,, =

^1-cor;

(4.2)

,

¿ocon¡,,

covtr, =lcowfr, cônrflr]
where the A and B superscripts indicate segments A and B, respectively, as segmented by

the swing leg acceleration in the ML direction,

Sar¡, Hafr, is the hip acceleration in

ML direction, COPBrris the COP trajectory in the ML direction, and ø is the
deviation of a given signal. The estimated

CôMrp

standard

component was calculated according

to

y = aCOPn, +b

u !-lt,
¿ -- 6,

(4.3)

)

-l

côrvl
. ^ = vN [1
- -' - Ar

pp

' lz

where

(uur, ) *

pp

(ru.,"

)

nn(-r,') l

y is a line fit to the COPnp component

via coef{ìcients

a and b , p

of a given signal, a is the standard deviation of a given signal, yN

is the mean

indicates the

normalized Trt y, Tajo is the trunk acceleration in the AP direction, and nR(')indicates

the peak-peak amplitude

of a given signal. The estimated COMya component

was

calculated according to

(4.4)
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son

Hori

con;

Ta,,i

Fig. 4.3. Block diagram of resultant COM trajectory model. Inputs to the block estimating the mediallateral (ML) center of mass (COM) trajectory (COM

are: the swing leg

ML acceleration

^,,.)

( Sa,,,_

), the

hip ML acceleration I Ha,, ), and the center of foot pressure (COP) ML trajectory (COP',,.). Inputs to the

block estimating the anterior-posterior (AP) COM trajectory (Cotvl ,,,,) are: Har,r, the AP COP
trajectory ICOP.,,. ), and the AP trunk acceleration (Ta rr).The input to the block estimating the vertical

(VT) COM trajectory (COM,.,) is the VT trunk acceleration (Ta,,). The 3D estimated resultant COM
(COM

r)

is then determined using COM,,,., CòM.,,., and CôM,.,..
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where

Ta, is the trunk acceleration in VT direction. The estimated resultant COM

trajectory, CôVfn, was calculated from the estimated components according to (1), for
each subject and for each of the two surfaces.

4.3.3 Ourcorrn

MnasuRps

Model performance. For each test surface, the following outcome measures were
calculated:

i.

The cor¡elation coefficient (CC)
estimated 1 CôVl

R

between the actual (COMR) and

) resultant COM traj ectories.
^

2.

The coeffrcient of determination (CD) between the

calculated

COM¡ and CôM*,

as R2, representing the amount of variability the model

accounts for.

3. The percentage error (err) between COMR and CôM*, according to

*, =l(.oM - coM )/corvr - rco%
I

.

(4.s)

4. The absolute error between COM^ and COM^ in centimeters.
Stability outcomes. The following trajectories were calculated for the actual COM
(derived by the motion analysis system) and the estimated COM in the ML, AP, and VT

directions and for the resultant:

CôVf

*.

COMyr, COM*r,CO|r/'vr, CõMrr,COM*,

and

Commonly used measurements to quantifo the subject's walking perfonnance

are:

1. Signal amplinde mean, calculated across all subjects fMarigold and Patla,
2005;Segers et al., 20071.

SlesrLttv

2.
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Signal peak-to-peak amplitudes, calculated across

all subjects fMarigold

and Patla, 20051.

). Signal phase lag, calculated across all subjects using the procedure
described in fMaclellan and Patla,2006l. The phase lag equivalent to step

periodicity was calculated from the unbiased autocorelation sequence,

as

the time index representing the first dominant peak [Moe-Nilssen and
Helbostad, 20041.
4. Signal

variability.' a signal representing the mean step trajectory for each

signal was calculated across all subjects. The corelation coefficient was
then calculated between each step and the mean trajectory.

These stability outcomes were calculated for each of the aforementioned trajectories, in
order to determine whether or not the estimated signals would provide the same stability

information as the actual signals. Note that these outcomes were only used from a model
validation perspective and a participant stability assessment was not performed.

4.3.4 VnunnuoN
The proposed model was validated from two aspects:

1. The percentage and actual errors between

the actual and

estimated

resultant COM were compared.

2. The outcome measures derived fi'om the actual and estimated resultant,
ML, and VT COM trajectories were examined using a one-way

repeated

measure analysis of variance (ANOVA). The independent variables were
the trajectory type: actual or estimated. The dependent variables were each
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of the stability outcome measures. The analysis was performed in Matlab
(The MathWorks, Natick, Mass., USA), with signif,rcance level p

:

0.05.

4.4 Rrsulrs
The system inputs and the actual resultant COM trajectory (system output) of a typical
subject for the firm and doweling surfaces are shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that for the model

input signals (Fig. 4.4a-f), the initial 200-300 ms of the signals are quite different
between the

firm and doweling surfaces. The initial difference in these

trajectories

reflects the mechanical balance perturbation produced by unexpectedly stepping on the

irregular doweling surface. In general, the recovery from the surface perturbation did
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Fig. 4.4. Model inputs (à):.(fl and actual resultant COM (g), for the fir-m (-) and doweling (--) sulfaces:
a) medial-lateral(ML) center of foot pressure (COP); b) anterior-posterior (AP) COP;c) ML swing leg
acceleration (Sa); d) ML hip acceleration (Ha); e) ML trunk acceleration (Ta); Ð vertical (VT) Ta; and g)
resultant (R) center of mass (COM). Note that all signals are normalized by the subject's BMI [kg/m2].
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occur quickly (within 300 ms). However, for the Havr (Fig. a.ad) the plots remain
different for the entire step duration. A phase lag is also observed for all signals (Fig.
4.4a-g). The results for one step of each subject, for each surface, are shown in Fig. 4.5.

4.4.1 MoonlPnRnoRvraxcn
In all parts of the COM estimation/prediction, the correlation coefficients with respect to
the actual COM were quite high (>-0.997 ). Table 4.1 presents the summary, as well as

the error defined in equation (5) and standard deviation (SD). The results show a very
high corelation between the actual and estimated COM. While the error was higher for
the doweling surface than that of the firm surface (as expected), the overall the COM

followed the actual COM quite well (Fig. a.5). In terms
centimeters, the errors

of

absolute difference in

were 3.62+2.69 cm and 4.74+3.01 cm for the firm and

doweling surfaces respectively.

4.4.2 Sr,+uuryOurcoivrps
The mean and SD for each outcome measure (amplitude mean, peak-to-peak amplitudes,

phase lags, and correlation coefficient) for COM

CõMML, COM,,.r, CõMr,r,

rr,

Table 4.1. Comparison of model derived COMir and recorded COM/, : correlation coefficient, coefficient
of determination, and the error.
Correlation
Surface

Firm

Doweling

Coefficient
(mean + SD)

Coefficient of
Determination

Error (%)
(mean +

Absolute

$þ)

(mean + SD)

Eror

lcm]

lmean + SD)

0.9993+0.0010

0.9985r0.0020

t6.06fl

0.998810.0019

0.9917!0.0039

21.4t+12.70

t. t

I

3.62!2.69
4.14!3.01
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Fig. 4.5. Model results: modeled (-) and true (*) normalized resultant COM trajectory for: (a) the firm
surface; and (b) the doweling surface. One step is shown for each of the 15 subjects. All signals are
normalized by the subject's BMi fkglm2].Each step is shown as a function of time, however note that the
time is not continuous across steps.

COMR, and CôMR, for each subject and surface, are given in Table 4.2. The amplitude
ranges for the model inputs and outputs are given in Table 4.3. Congruent with the results

presented in Table 4.1, the estirnated COM resulted in stability measures similar to those
calculated frorn the actual COM except in a few conditions. Those few exceptions were
the signif,rcant differences between the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the CON4¡a¡ and

COV|6 for the doweling surface,

significant differences in the correlation coefficient

Sraelllry Assessvgxr

values between COMML and CôM

ANn CeNrEn oF MASS
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¡4¡ for both surfaces and

those

of COM7,

and

COMr, for the f,rm surface.

4.5

DrscussroN

Subjects walked

to the end of a 7 m walkway, with forward

progression being

maintained. The relationship between the COP and acceleration signals and the resultant

COM was modeled, with the COMvl, COMep, and COMy¡ components existing

as

hidden outputs. The resultant COM trajectory accounts for the overall COM motion and

Table 4.2. Outcome measures (across allsubjects) for
and

CôM¡7

and

COM¡r¡

: mean

COM¡

and

COM¡ , CO}Iù1L

and

CONI¡¡¡,

amplitude, peak-to-peak amplitude, phase lag, and correlation

coefficient for the given signal across all subjects. Significant differences are denoted by *. Shading
represents the pairs of outcomes for the estimated and actual trajectories.
Mean Amplitude [cmlBMI] (mean +

Surface

Firm

Doweling

coMML

I

$þ)

covrL

COMw

COMvr

+ |.98

9.74

+

7.25

0.00 + 0.00

0.00 + 0.00

0.00 + 0.00

Q.QQ:+

0.00

8.82+2.07

9.65

+

1.33

0.00 + 0.00

0.00 + 0.00

0.00 + 0.00

0.00

*

0.00

9.13

Peak-to-peak Amplitude [cm/BMI] (mean + SD)
COMML

COMML

COMvT

COMvI

Firm

11.91 L 3.99

18.80 + 2.63

1.48 L0.01

1.28 + 0.37

2.30 + 0_I5

2.38'* 0.29

Doweling

16.17 + 4.13

18.58 + 2.71

1.60 + 0.

l9*

1.23 + 0.41

2.22i0.08

2.34+0.21

COMML

COMVT

COMVT

68.1 + 6.2

61.4 + 6.2

Phase Lag [ms] (mean

covML

coMR
Firm

Doweling

67.5

*

5.8

64.4 L 6.1

67,5 + 5.8

62.5*2.4

61.7

*

5.9

64.4 + 6.7

+ SD)

66.0

-+

6.0

67.4 + 6.2

66.3 + 6.3

COMvr-

coMVr

COMvr

*

0.84 + 0.14*

0.90 + 0.12

*

0.87+ 0.t9

66.7 + 6.7

Correlation Coeffìcient (mean + SD)
COMR

COMR

COMML

*

0.07

0.95 + 0.07

0.84 + 0.36*

0.73

0.95 + 0.06

0.95 + 0.05

0.92 + 0.12"

0.68 + 0.29

0.95

0.33

0.84

0.19
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Table 4.3. Mean peak-peak amplitude ranges for model inputs (pressure and accelerations) across all
subjects.

Parameter

ML COP [cm/BMI]

0.16

*

0.07

0.14

*

AP COP [cm/BMI]

0.48

+ 0.14

0.44

+ 0.12

Swing ML Acceleration [cm/s2/BMI]

49.19

+

29.16

52.15

+

21.82

46.45

+

15.73

41.29

+

16.48

28.85

*

10.68

26.67

t

lt.40

67.53

+ n.5l

66.65

+

19.34

(mean + SD)
(mean + SD)

(mean + SD)

Hip ML Acceleration [cmls2lBMl]
(mean + SD)

Trunk AP Acceleration [cm/s2lBMI]
(mean + $þ)
Trunk VT Acceleration [cm/s2lBMI]
mea¡l + SD

0.06

the coupling that occurs between each movement dfuection. The model accurately
accounted

for the variability in the COMÌ signal, with coefficients of determination

of

0.9985+0.0020 and 09977+0.0039, for the firm and doweling surfaces,

values

respectively. This is not surprising

across

all

subjects (Table 4.4).

if we look at the low variability of the model

In

general, there

inputs

is low variability in the body

accelerations and COP (model inputs) across subjects after normalization

by BML

Hence, the model (with inputs from miniature accelerometers attached to a few select
body locations) could predict COM without the need for calibration for every subject or
the need for coordination of data from all body segments.

The AP, VT and resultant COM trajectories have low variability across subjects.

This is important as the COMAp component has the largest contribution to the resultant
COM trajectory. However, there was higher variability in the COM6 component [Menz

et a1.,2003; Oddsson et al., 20041. In fKaya e[ al., 1998] it was found that
locomotion, elderly subjects had

a difficult time controlling ML

during

momentum. This
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Table 4.4. Correlation coefficients (variabilify) of the data signals across all subjects.
Firm Surface

Signal

ML COP
AP COP

0.98 + 0.16

0.93 +0.29

ML Swing Acceleration
ML Hip Acceleration

0.74 + 0.30

0.70

0.86 + 0.26
0.84 + 0.18

0.57 +0.42

0.84 + 0.14

0.84

AP Trunk Acceleration

VT Trunk Acceleration
ML COM

resulted in

ML

Irregular Surface

* SD)
0.84 * 0.36

(mean +

(mean

0.73

*

$þ)

0.93 + 0.09

*

0.28

0.19 + 0.24

* 0.t9

0.68 + 0.29

0.33

AP COM

1.00 + 0.00

1.00 + 0.00

VT COM

0.90 + 0. l2

0.87 + 0.19

Resultant COM

0.95 + 0.07

0.95

accelerations being more phasic; hence

*

0.05

in single support stance, ML

COM acceleration and deceleration occuned within a short time period (100-200 ms).
Similarly, [Menz et aL.,20031found that healthy subjects exhibited irregular acceleration
patterns in the ML pelvis trajectory. Thus, ML movements are the hardest to perceive and

predict. While there was low variability in the AP and VT directions across subjects,
there is higher variability in the ML direction. This is expected as corrective movements
take place in the ML direction about a narrow base of support, which require rapid short
duration movements of a more random nature that do not follow a consistent pattern. This

was reflected in the significant difference across subjects

in the variability of

estimated and actual COM¡v¿, particularly when on the doweling surface.

It

the

should be

noted that the model did not account for visual information, which would include
information about these conective movements.

Partial validation of the model was done through the percentage error difference
between the actual and estimated COM values. The error represents how well the model

StRelr-rty AssrssveNr eNn CENren oF MASS

Eslnerlox

can predict the COM; the model is expected to have some effor as

DURING

WelruNc

it is blind of other

useful spatial information, such as visual and vestibular sensory information.

At

steady state gait, the COM trajectory during walking on a fixed and

firm surface

is generally rh¡hmic. When challenging surface conditions are encountered, in which
foot contact information and ground reaction forces are distorted and unpredictable, the
gait rhythm becomes disrupted fOddsson et aL.,2004]. In this study, the doweling surface

caused disturbing and temporarily unopposed ground reaction forces, which

in

turn

produced errors in the movement/balance system's predictions and caused a disruption to

the gait rhythm. This was reflected in the increased error between the estimated and
actual resultant COM for the doweling surface (21.4I+12.70Yo) when compared to that

fbr the firm surface ( 16.06 + I 1 .1 1% ). Also note the signal differences between the plots

Fig. a.Ð for the f,rrm and doweling surfaces; in the early time periods there is quite a
large difference, howevet, the mechanical disturbance and balance loss is momentary,

with quick restoration of stability (200-300 ms).
Although the overall output of our model (Fig. 4.3) was COM^, as hidden outputs
the model also has COM¿1,, COMrnr, and

COM'¡.

Since the ML and VT components

of COM are also used in stability analysis fChou et al., 2003; Patla, 2003], the stability
outcomes were additionally calculated for these components. For the

firm surface, no

significant difference ( p < 0.05 ) was observed in the amplitude mean, peak-to-peak
amplitude, or the phase lag between Côtvto and COM^, CôM-ur. and COM',L, oÍ

COVL- and COM¡7. Thus, the derived relationship for the frm surface

could

accurately represent the amplitude excursions and phase information for the COM.17¿,

COMry, and COMa. For the doweling surface, a significant difference was observed in
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the peak-to-peak amplitude between CôM,,r, and COM,Irr.ln response to the irregular

doweling surface, compensatory reactions were reflected in greater variability of the
COM¡,¿I- signal (Table

4.4).ln addition, the COPvI and hip acceleration trajectories for

the doweling surface had peak-to-peak amplitudes that were significantly different than
those for the firm surface

the

COPrurr-

(p <0.05). Specifically,

the mean peak-to-peak amplitude for

and hip accelerations on the doweling surface was smaller than those for the

firm surface. In effect, this
gait rhythm;

if

means that the doweling surface had a damping effect on the

the brain has difficulty with accurately predicting or determining the

surface properties (ground reaction forces), then the motion of the swing leg (transition

from double to single support phases) will be delayed until the muscles of the single
support stance leg can absorb and compensate for the disturbing effe cts of the irregular
surface.

The variability

of Col4,r¡, COM-,

and COMR across all subjects were also

investigated. Significant differences existed
COI/^,\.1L

in the variability between CôM,r,

and

and between COM,,¡ and COM¡,7 for the firm surface. On the doweling

surface, significant difference was observed

in the variability between CôM.ur. and

CONIr4L. In these cases, the variability was less for the estimated signals. This is a result

of the input signals generally having a lower variability than the COMvl. The variability

in Côirlo was not significantly dilferent than COM¡ for either

4.6

surface.

SuvrunRy

The center of body mass, center of foot pressure, and body segment acceleration signals

are coÍImonly used

to indicate movement

performance and stability during standing

Ste¡lury

Assessvle¡rr ¿No Cerur¡n o¡ M¡ss EslvlRrroN Dr-runc W¿,Lrunc

activities and walking. The COM is generally calculated using a video-based motion
analysis system, via motion trajectories of markers placed on each body segment and
anthropometric models. The resultant th¡ee-dimensional COM trajectory provides us with
a

picture of the overall movement and the coupling that exists between the movements in

different planes. During standing activities and walking, important stability outcomes for
the COM trajectory are:

'
o

The amplitude mean fMarigold and Patla, 20051,

"

The phase lag, relative to step initiation, representing the time to peak

The peak-peak amplitude [Marigold and Patla, 2005],

amplitude across each step [Maclellan and Patla, 2006f,

"

The signal variability, due to differences in biomechanical configurations
and balance strategieslgait patterns, from step to step and across subjects

[Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2006].

For balance maintenance and restoration, the human brain is capable of estimating
and predicting the COM even in the absence

of visual or vestibular information. Thus, we

hypothesized that the COM may be acquired tlrough the processing of proprioceptive
somatosensory information, represented by body segment accelerations, and an external

spatial reference, the ground support, represented by the COP.

To investigate this

hypothesis, we modeled the relationships that exist between the COP and accelerometer
data with the 3D COM trajectory, while healthy particlpants walked on

firm and irregular

surfaces.

The model was validated by calculating:

1. The correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination between the

SreslLlry
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(CôVl*)

resultant COM trajectories,

representing the amount of variability the model accounts for. The models
accounted

for

99.85+0.20yo and 99.77+0.39o/o of the resultant COM

trajectory's variability for the firm and irregular surfaces, respectively.

2. The percentage error and actual error between COM¡ and CôI\II^. tne
percentage error for the model was 16.06 + 1 1.1 7 o/o and 21.4I

+ 12.70 %

for the f,rm and doweling surfaces, respectively. In turn, this translated

into an absolute error between the true and actual resultant COM of
3.62+2.69 cm and 4.74+3.01 cm for the firm and doweling

surfaces

respectively.

In terms of clinical outcomes, the aforementioned stability outcomes derived from the
actual and estimated COM were compared. The estimated COM resulted

in stability

measures similar to those calculated from the actual COM.

The derived model is novel in that it does not require any calibration and provides a

reasonably accurate estimation

of the COM, which can be compared to the brain's

balance performance. Hence, this model could be used instead
method of video motion analysis for COM calculation.

of the cumbersome

CoNCLUSIoNS

5 Cotucr-usroNs AND FuruRe ResenRcH

5.1

Suvrivr¿.Ry nNn CoNcLUSToN

In this dissertation, the novelty of the research is threefold. Together, the th¡ee different
studies done in this thesis give an integrated and coherent understanding of the human
balance system. The primary results of this research can be combined together to achieve
an interactive tool to provide therapy to the patient, to assess their ability to learn required

recalibrations

of internal to

external spatial reference frames, and

to

evaluate their

stability and control through a COM estimation method that is independent of any
calibration. This research concerned the development

of

objective clinical tools for

treating balance disorders and evaluating the performance of the main tasks related to

community ambulation and instrumental activities

of daily living. The outcomes

are

important as balance and mobilily are necessary in order to independently perform acts of

daily living and to avoid falls causing injuries andlor hospitalization. The ability

to

effectively treat and assess balance disorders will play a role in maintaining and restoring

quality of life. A summary and conclusion of current research is provided, followed by

a

summary of future lesearch.

5.1.1 INrenacrrvE

REHABTLTTATToN

Tool

An interactive virtual environment-based tool was developed, which coupled the COP
movement trajectory to an on-screen crlrsor (computer sprite). Four different tasks were
developed, which sought to improve dynamic balance control in both standing and short-
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sitting. The tasks Tic-Tac-Toe and Memory Match were designed to elicit quick, short
movements followed by a sustained hold in the computer sprite position, in order to
select a square/card. In Under Pressure, the participant had to shift their body weight to

move a receptacle in line to catch a moving object. In Balloon Burst, quick and precise
movements were required to move the computer sprite to intersect and pop the stationary
balloon.

The benefits of the developed interactive virtual environment-based tool were
evaluated via standing and short-sitting case studies, where the amount of recovery was

quantified pre-exercise versus post-exercise. Six different tasks were performed on two

different surfaces (Section 2.3.3.2). For the short-sitting case study, the number of falls
was compared pre- and post-exercise. Post-exercise, all subjects exhibited a lower fall
count and in fact, were able to complete all balance 6 balance tasks on both surfaces. For

the standing case study, the number of falls, the range of COP excursion, and the COP
path length outcomes were compared pre- and post-exercise. Post-exercise, the subjects
exhibited a lower fall count and a decreased COP excursion limits for some tasks. In both

the short-sitting and standing case studies, participants exhibited an increased practice
volume and an increased attention span during training. These findings demonstrated that
graded, dynamic balance exercises on different surfaces can be effectively coupled to

virtual environment-based tasks. In addition to the training program being enjoyable, all
subjects improved their fall rate performance after using the virtual environment-based
therapy. Hence, this approach was effectively applied to:

.

People who had severe balance and mobility limitations, including long
standing, secondary musculo-skeletal problems.

CONCLUSIoNS

People with CNS lesions, hemiplegia and bilateral deficits.
People who were actively participating in sports.

5.1.2

SrRarBcrBS FoR LBaRNTNc Nnw MoroR TASKS

As we perform basic and instrumental activities of daily living, many sensory motor
transformations are required

to successfully map the changing relationships

one's self, the environment, and objects moving

between

in the environment. Recent

developments strongly suggest that elements of rehabilitative regimes incorporating real-

time biofeedback into interactive virtual environments, which emulate egocentric and
allocentric relationships, are motivational and can substantially increase volume of taskspecìfic therapy. The combined use

of physical movements and virtual psychomotor

tasks, having speciñc goals and graded spatiotemporal accuracy, represents functional

training with a wide scope of sensory motor and cognitive experiences, which can drive
neuroadaptation sufficient for producing behavioral recovery.

It is important to train and

evaluate people under congruent visual-spatial conditions and those which systematically

change the sensory motor transformation. Hence,

in the virtual task Balloon Burst,

a

visual rotation was applied which changed the manner in which the COP trajectory
(biofeedback signal) moved the computer screen sprite (perceived visually). Specifically,
the computer sprite's movement was rotated counter-clockwise by 60'.

In this study, healthy participants first learned how to play Balloon Burst with

a

congruent rnapping between the COP and computer sprite motion. Next, the rotation was

applied

to the mapping and five

sessions were played. Finally the task was again

performed with the congruent mapping. The following parameters were calculated in
order to investigate the adaptation strategies:
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The displacement angle between the COP trajectory and the direct line
path between the starting COP position and target position.

The maximum perpendicular displacement between the COP trajectory
and the direct line path to the balloon target.

.

The preferred direction, which represents the directional sum of the muscle

activity (RMS) for a given muscle, for the tibialis anterior, soleus, and
peroneus longus muscles.

We observed that two different strategies emerged for adapting to this shift in the spatial

mapping. The two strategies consisted of a clockwise tuning of the peroneus longus
muscle along with either a clockwise or counterclockwise shift of the tibialis anterior
muscles. This adaptation occurred after gaining knowledge

of the computer sprite's

position relative to the target under the new spatial relationship. While a decrease in
perpendicular displacement was exhibited, the ability to preplan corrections (i.e. decrease
displacement angle) to account for the rotational offset resulted in better learning. This is

supported

by the fact that no

aftereffects were observed

for the perpendicular

displacement. The decrease in the displacement angle was optimally achieved through the

counterclockwise tuning of the tibialis anterior muscles. The counterclockwise tuning of

the tibialis anterior was observed after the participants originally tuned the muscle in

a

clockwise manner. This result is important as it shows changing the leaming strategy can
result in better recalibration of internal to external spatial reference frames required to
learn task specific visual based rotations viewed in a virtual environment.

5.1.3 Sranrlrrv

AsssssiupNT AND CpNrrR oF MASS EsrrnrnrroN DuRING

Walxrxc

The center of body mass, center of foot pressure, and body segment acceleration signals

CoNcLusloNs

are commonly used to indicate movement performance and stability during standing
activities and walking. The COM is generally calculated using a video-based motion
analysis system, via motion trajectories of markers placed on each body segment and
anthropometric models. The resultant three-dimensional COM trajectory provides us with
a picture of the overall movement and the coupling that exists between the movements

in

different planes. During standing activities and walking, important stability outcomes for
the COM trajectory are:

'

The amplitude mean fMarigold and Patla, 20051,

"

The peak-peak amplitude fMarigold and Patla, 2005],

"

The phase lag, relative to step initiation, representing the time to peak
amplitude across each step [Maclellan and Patla, 2006],

.

The signal variability, due to differences in biomechanical configurations
and balance strategieslgait patterns, from step to step and across subjects

[Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2006].
For balance maintenance and restoration, the human brain is capable of estimating
and predicting the COM even in the absence of visual or vestibular information. Thus, we

hypothesized that the COM may be acquired through the processing of proprioceptive
somatosensory information, represented by body segment accelerations, and an external

spatial reference, the ground support, represented by the COP. To investigate this
hypothesis, we modeled the relationships that exist between the COP and accelerometer
data with the 3D COM trajectory, while healthy participants walked on f,rrm and irregular
surfaces.

CoNCLUSIoNS

The model was validated by calculating:

1. The correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination between the

actual (COMR) and estimated 1Côfvfo¡ resultant COM trajectories,
representing the amount of variability the model accounts for. The models
accounted

for

99.85+0.20yo and 99.77t0.39% of the resultant COM

trajectory's variability for the firm and irregular surfaces, respectively.

2. The percentage error and actual error between COMp and CôMp. The
percentage error for the model was 16.06 + 1 1.1 7 Yo and 21.41 + 12.70 %

for the firm and doweling surfaces, respectively. In turn, this translated

into an absolute error between the true and actual resultant COM of
3.62+2.69 cm and 4.74+3.01 cm for the firm and doweling

surfaces

respectively.

In terms of clinical outcomes, the aforementioned stability outcomes derived from
actual and estimated COM were compared. The estimated COM resulted

in

the

stability

measures similar to those calculated from the actual COM.

The derived model is novel in that it does not require any calibration and provides a

reasonably accurate estimation

of the COM, which can be compared to the brain's

balance perfonnance in the absence of visual information. However, the model has to be
tested and valid4ted with data from different aged populations. Once the accuracy of the

model estimation is confirmed on different populations, the model could be used instead
of the cumber-some method of video motion analysis for COM calculation.
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5.2

FuruRn Rnsnrncu

5.2.1 InrBRrcrrvn RpunnrLrrATroN Tool
Future research includes further tool validation through a randomized proof of principal

study, embedding an assessment module into the tasks, and development

of

the

interactive tool for treadmill walking, as described in the following paragraphs.

A randomized proof of principal study could be conducted in order to

assess and

validate the feasibility of using the developed virtual environment-based tool to:

1. Motivate subjects and achieve

2. Improve both static

a greater

volume of practice.

and dynamic balance control.

A total of 24 subjects would be recruited from community dwelling and ambulatory older
adults who attend the Riverview Health Centre Day Hospital for treatment of balance
impailment and mobility limitations. Inclusion criteria would include:
1. Age: 65-85 years.

2. Mini-Mental State Examination score greater than 24, which indicates
cognitive impairment [Folstein

eL

no

al., I975f .

3. English-speaking with the ability to understand the nature of the study

and

provide informed consent.

4. Independent in ambulatory functions, with or without an assistive device
(cane or walker).

Exclusion criteria would include any medical condition

or disability that prevents

participation in an exercise program.
Participants would be randomly assigned to either the control or the experimental
group. There would be 16 sessions scheduled, two per week. Each session would last 45

CoNCLUSIoNS

minutes and would include rest periods as needed. The training sessions for the two
groups would be scheduled at different times of the day. The control group would receive

the typical rehabilitation program presently provided at the Day Hospital. The Day
Hospital physiotherapy program would consist of individual strengthening and balance
exercises, which would be done

in

standing, sitting, and lying positions. The control

group would also receive an assessment of walking aides, a gait re-education program,
and an unsupervised walking program. The experimental group would receive a program

using dynamic balance exercises coupled to our developed virtual environment-based
tasks.

The following outcome measures could be recorded pre-treatment and posttreatment:

1. Number of falls and fall injuries (vra a fall log).

2. Six Minute Walk

test scores fHamilton and Haennel, 2000].

3. Berg Balance Scale scores [Berg etal.,1995l.

4.

Step Test scores

[Hill et aL.,1996f.

5. The stability measurements discussed in Section2.3.3.2.

6. Spatial-temporal gait parameters, as recorded via the GaitRite

system.

7. Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale scores fPowell and Meyers,
I

eesl.

8. Late
9.

Life Function and Disability Instrumãnt scores [Jette et al.,2002].

Health-related quality

questionnaire

of life

scores, obtained via the SF36 self-report

of general health perceptions

and mental health

status

lBrazier et al.. 19921.

ot
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The outcomes for individual subjects and between subjects could then be compared and
evaluated.

As the COP signal provides functional information to the clinician, an embedded
assessment module could be incorporated into the tasks

in order to increase the benehts

of the interactive tool and make treatment assessment

transparent.

As

previously

mentioned, during the task Balloon Burst, the on-screen pressure and balloon position
information are automatically logged. The assessment module could then use the logged
information to calculate the following movement and stability parameters:
1. The velocity profile for the movement trajectory could be calculated. Of
particular interest would be the peak and shape of the velocity profile. In
general, movements of slow to moderate speeds will produce a bell shaped

velocity; when the movements become quicker and less controlled, the
shape of the curve

will become skewed. Thus, the skewness of the velocity

profile could be compared both within and between sessions. The kurtosis
of the prof,rle could be compared in the same manner, in order to determine
the peaked shape ofthe curve.

2. The elapsed time between the appearance of the balloon and the popping
of the balloon would give an indicator of how quickly the participant could
perform the task.

3. The trajectory of the control marker from the time the ball,oon appears
until when the balloon is popped could be examined. This would provide
an account of spatial accùracy, indicating endpoint undershoot

eror

absolute magnitude and endpoint overshoot error and

its

and its

absolute
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magnitude.

In

addition, the trajectory could be compared with the

reference path, determined by the straight line joining the COP marker

location at the start of the movement and the balloon location. The error
between the reference

line and the actual trajectory could then

be

calculated; this error would be correlated with successive movements, both

intra- and inter-session.
Embedded assessment along

with the ability to customize orrÍ system to

subject's needs and the system's portability, affords its use
programs; this makes our therapy approach cost effective.

A

in

each

monitored at-home-

monitored program with

follow-up visits ensures that programs are being performed properly and safely. Home
based programs have been shown to be effective for rehabilitation. The continuing

of

training once at home should allow patients to further maintain andlor improve functional
levels [Hale and Piggot, 2005; Giusti et al., 2006].
Our current system offers benefits for short-sitting and standing balance. However,
[Messier et a1.,2000] showed that aerobic walking also decreased postural sway. In order

to apply the benefits our interactive tool to walking, larger mats could be used with the
system

in order to facilitate stepping. Treadmill training, used with or without

body

weight support, is an effective method of retraining subjects to walk, which produces
substantial gains

Wilson

in balance [Barbeau

et al., 20061. A

study

by

and Visintin, 2003 Harris-Love et al., 2004;

Barbeau and Visintin [2003] demonstrated the

importance of treadmill training with body weight support, in order to regain walking

ability in the early stages of recovery. This is particularly important for subjects who

are

dependent on support for normal ambulation. Hence, the task could be developed for use
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with treadmill walking. The COP trajectory for tasks incorporating stepping and walking
behaves differently than for standing, as the

foot is not in contact with the surface during

the swing phase. Thus, the on-screen cursors could be controlled via the load value of
each pressure sensor (or groups

of pressure sensors) in the mat as opposed to the COP.

As an example, consider Balloon Burst for use with a treadmill. First, a sensor grid would
be defined as the total number of squares and the number of sensors per square. During
game play, a balloon would appear in a random or predetermined location, defined by the

row and column coordinates of the square. In order to pop the balloon, the user must step
on the sensors that correspond to the on-screen square location.

5.2.2 SrRarncrps FoR LBaRNTNc Nnw MoroR TASKS

In the present research, an

angle

of 60' was used for the rotated

visual-spatial

transformation. This rotation degree presented a relatively difficult angle to adjust to. The

participants who exhibited

the clockwise rotation were likely unaware of

the

transformation mechanism, but were prepared to do quick corrections after the movement
began. Conversely, the particìpants who exhibited the counterclockwise rotation probably

recognized that the movement field was rotated and used this information to preplan their
movements. Further research could be done where the number of trials required to fully
adapt to a range of rotation angles would be determined. Thus the degrees of diff,rculty

of

each of the transformations could be determined. For contrast and comparison, different

types of transfornations could also be incorporated into the task, e.8., a scaling or
translation of the mapping.

As situations that require recalibrations are encountered in every day activities, it
would be beneficial to examine the effects of training with a rotation, while performing

CONCLUSIoNS

the Balloon Burst task on different compliant and iregular surfaces. Continuing both the

original and additional studies with patients as the participants would further elucidate
how learning occurs when specific def,icits are present in the balance system.

With the current setup, the participant attempts to maintain single-link inverted
pendulum movements, with both feet planted on the surface. Hence, it may be assumed

that the muscles in both legs are tuning in a similar manner (note that this could be
conf,irmed with an additional study). Many reaching studies have examined learning in
one arrn and have studied the transfer of the recalibration to the opposite arm [Shadmehr
and Moussavi, 2000]. Studying this effect in the lower limbs would prove to be a more

difficult task,

as both limbs are supporting the body motion. However, an insole could be

used in each shoe, where a single insole would be used to control the onscreen sprite's
movements and the participants would be instructed to weight-bear with the control leg.

The loading in the opposite leg would be determinable from the non-control insole.
Muscle tuning would be examined for both legs, to ensure tuning could be observed for a
single leg only. Next, the rotated task would be performed with the opposite leg without
any training.We could then examine if transference of the recalibration occurred.

5.2.3 Sranlutv

AsspsstrrnNT AND CBNTnR oF MASS EsrrrurrloN DuRlNc

WalxrNc

After stepping on a compliant or irregular surface, the subject may temporarily loose their
balance. Attempts to regain postural control after a perturbation

will

be manifested in the

left footstep after the doweling surface is encountered fMacKiruron and Winter, 7993;
Bauby and Kuo, 20001. For example, Oddsson et al. (2004) determined that medial or
lateral distLrrbances applied to the stance foot will result in either a narrowing or widening

of the next step, respectively. This will be reflected in the ML COM component, which is

CoNCLUSIoNS

adjusted

in order to

counteract

ML instabilities [Mcllroy and Maki

19991. Hence,

prediction of the COM trajectory over the entire walkway as opposed to signal steps is
important.

Having an insole in each shoe would provide us with the COP for both feet and
hence prediction could be done for every step of free-form walkways. However, studies

have shown that gait speed can have

a

substantial effect on kinematic and kinetic

variables, as different speeds alter the step lengths and consequently the acceleration
patterns [Lelas et al., 2002]. Hence, control over the subjects gait would be beneficial and

result in more consistent COM analysis and improved model accuracy. Walking on an
instrumented treadmill would allow
number

of

calculation

steps.

for speed control and data collection of a large

In addition to the COP, the instrumented treadmill would allow for

of spatial and temporal gait parameters. The

use

of these additional gait

parameters could be used to improve the COM estimation model. Note that drawbacks to

using an instrumented treadmill are a loss of portability and increased difficulty in using
compliant or irregular surfaces.

After further improvement of the model using data from a young,

healthy

population, a study could be carried out using a large range of patient populations to
determine the extent to which the proposed model is valid. A validated patient population
generated model would have direct application

in a clinical environment, as the stability

parameters (Section 4.4.3) could be used to determine
abnormalities.

if the subject exhibited

any gait
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